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ABSTRACT

Premarital Preparation and Marital Satisfaction: What Utah Individuals are Doing to
Prepare for Marriage and How Premarital Preparation
Can Enhance Marital Satisfaction

by

Fay L. Belnap Foster, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2007

Major Professors: Linda Skogrand, Ph.D., Yoon G. Lee, Ph.D.
Department: Family, Consumer, and Human Development

This is a systematic representative sample study of newlyweds designed to
investigate aspects of participation in marriage preparation activities as we ll as determine
what effect participation in activities had on marital satisfaction. A retrospective survey
instrument was utilized which included the Kansas Marital Satisfaction Scale.
Statistical analysis revealed that the majority of individuals in Utah prepare for
marriage by visiting with parents or relatives, visiting with other married couples, and
talking with religious leaders, and considered these activities to be helpful in their
preparation. The small er percentage of individuals who participated in more formal
preparation activities also considered these activities to be very helpful. Wives and
husbands who attended a class and talked with religious leaders showed significant
increases in marital satisfaction within a year after marriage. In addition, marital
sati sfaction was increased for wives who read a book on marriage and for husbands who
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visited with their parents, relatives, or other married couples. Findings show that
bringing children into marriage, parents' marital status, and age are factors associated
with marital satisfaction .

(102 pages)
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CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

In general, most people get married because they are in love and believe the
relationship will prove rewarding. It is estimated that at least 85% of men and women
will marry in their lifetime (Whitehead & Popenoe, 2005). This high probability to marry
is accompanied by a high probability for divorce. It is estimated that about one half of
marriages will end in divorce (Pinsof, 2002; Whitehead & Popenoe). It is estimated that
50% of divorces will occur in the first 7 years (Pinsot). In Utah, as of2003, 18% of first
marriages ended within the first year (Utah Vital Statistics, 2003). It is apparent that
although people are readily entering marriage, a large percentage of them are not
experiencing the anticipated results and are ending the relationship with divorce. As
divorce has become more common, it follows that researchers are interested in the impact
of divorce as well as the benefits of marriage.
In their book, "The Case for Marriage," Waite and Gallagher (2000) looked at
current avai lable research to discover how marriage affects individual lives. They
indicate that married individuals live longer, are healthier and happier, have more
fulfilling sex lives, have more wealth, and are less likely to be victims of domestic
violence. Other studies reiterate similar findings: married individuals consume less
alcohol (Mi ll er-Tutzauer, Leonard, & Windle, I 991 ); live longer (Hu & Goldman, 1990);
enjoy better health (Amato, 2000); are significantly less likely to attempt suicide (Lester,
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1994); and experience better mental and emotional well-being (Hetherington, 2003;
Horwits, White, & Howell-White, 1996) than do divorced or single indi viduals.
Divorce has far-reaching consequences not only for the dissolving coupl e but for
others connected to them such as children and the community as a whole. Financially,
women tend to suffer marked and sustained financial loss after divorce, but men also
suffer financial difficulty after di vorce (Finie, 1993 ; Pollock & Stroup, 1997). Studies
have shown that up to 38% of children living with their di vorced mothers wi ll be li ving
below the poverty line. Research indicates that adults who experience their own divorce
are li kely to experience decreased emotional well-being and an increase in negativity in
their relationships (Hetherington, 2003). As chi ldren of divorce mature, they are more
likely to experience academic difficulties, drop out of high school , use alcohol and drugs,
be depressed, attempt suicide, marry young, experience greater marital di scord, and
experience their own divorce (Fagan & Rector, 2000).
Divorce also takes its toll on our soc iety as a whole. Recent research about the
cost of divorce indicates that every year $33.3 billion is spent in the Un ited States on
divorce (Schramm, 2006). Each di vorce, on average, costs states and the federal
government $30,000 in direct and indirect costs. The 9,73 5 divorces that occurred in
Utah in 200 1 cost over $300 million dollars to the state and federal governments
(Schramm).
Why is it that so many couples are tetminating their marriages? Research has
shown that many couples experience difficul ty adjusting to marriage (Huston, Caughlin ,
Houts, Smith , & George, 2001). It is also indicated that marital satisfaction dec lines
sign ifica ntly during the first year of marriage (Huston, McHale, & Crouter, 1986). It
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appears that many people enter marriage with unrealistic expectations that are not met
and, thus, become disillusioned with marriage (Bonds-Raake, Bearden, Carriere,
Anderson, & Nicks, 200 I). Couples who are able to anticipate a normal period of decline
are better able to weather the initial difficulties of marriage (Kurdek, 1999).
Research makes it apparent that much of the difficulty in marital adjustment,
decrease in marital satisfaction, and subsequent divorce is linked to the couple's lack of
ability to deal successfully with conflict (Storaasli & Markman, 1990). Many couples
may have low levels of effective communication that leave them without the skills
necessary to resolve conflict effectively (Storaasli & Markman). Couples who have
positive relational skills and are able to create patterns of interaction that allow them to
deal successfully with issues that create dissatisfaction for them are more likely to
experience greater marital satisfaction and avoid divorce (McNulty & Karney, 2004;
Odell & Quinn, 1998).
Fortunately, effective communication and problem-solving are some of the many
skills that can be successfully taught to couples through premarital education programs
(Halford, Moore, Wilson, Farrugia, & Dyer, 2004; Stanley eta!., 2001). A review of the
literature on premarital education programs by Carroll and Doherty (2003) indicates that
on average, individuals who participate in programs are significantly better off than 79%
of the people who do not participate. On average, these participating individuals
experience a 30% increase on measures used to assess outcome success such as improved
problem-solving skills and increased marital satisfaction. Research also indicates that
one of the most important ancillary benefits of premarital education is that couples who
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participate are more likely to seek help when they encounter problems during their
marriage (Stanley, 2001).
Although premarital education programs have been shown to be effective, it
appears that the majority of individuals who intend to be married are not participating in
such educational programs (Doherty & Anderson, 2004; Markman et al., 2004).
However, it is probable that most individuals do something to prepare for marriage even
though that preparation may be in informal ways such as visiting with parents or visiting
with clergy. Individuals in the soc ial science field in Utah and other areas who are
seeking to strengthen marriages and prevent divorce could greatly benefit from a better
understanding of what individuals are already doing to prepare for marr·iage.
It would also be important to discover the reasons why individuals do not
participate in premarital preparation activities. Understanding of the reasons why
individual s do not participate in formal premarital education programs could enable
marriage educators, marriage therapists, clergy, policy makers, and others to better
market premarital education. Understanding the patterns of preparation for individuals
who are preparing to marriage is essential to making the most of efforts to assist
them in preparing more adequately for a successful and fulfilling marriage.

Study Purpose

The first purpose of this study is to understand which preparing activities
individuals in Utah are accessing as they prepare for matTiage. The second purpose is to
understand how helpful individuals feel different types of marriage preparation activities
are. Understanding which avenues individuals perceive as the most productive will
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produce logical channels for dissemination of information. The third purpose of the
research is to identify the reasons why individuals do not participate in specific
preparation activities. Understanding the reasons for not participating in educational
activities can make it possible to more effectively address the barriers that prevent
individuals from participating. The fourth purpose of this study is to assess marital
satisfaction in relation to involvement in preparation activities. Are individuals who
invest more in marriage preparation, and more specifically in certain types of
preparation, experiencing higher satisfaction in their marriages? The final purpose of this
study is to investigate what factors are associated with marital satisfaction among
newlyweds.

Definitions

Marital satisfaction is defined as the "degree to which spouses perceive that their
partners meet their needs and desires" (Burpee & Langer, 2005, p. 43). Marital
satisfaction is measured by the Kansas Marital Satisfaction (KMS) sca le (Schumm eta!.,
1986) which asks three questions in regard to an individual' s satisfaction with their
marriage, their spouse, and their relationship.

Premarital education refers to relationship education that occurs before marriage
to enhance marital satisfaction. Research has been done on the outcomes for both
premarital education and marriage education (Carroll & Doherty, 2003; Jakubowski,
Milne, Brunner, & Miller, 2004). Generally speaking, the content contained in premarital
education is similar to that in marriage education, therefore it can be used effectively
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before and during marriage (Markman et al., 2004). Many researchers and authors have
used different terms such as relationship education, marriage education, and premarital

education depending on how they are describing their research. For the purposes of this
study, and in order to be consistent with terms used in individual studies, these terms will
be used interchangeably and refer to education that promotes healthy relationships and
marriage that occurs before marriage.

Premarital preparation activities may include but are not limited to premarital
education programs. In this study, activities such as reading a book, talking with parents
and clergy, and attending a class are all included as possible premarital preparation
activities. Definitions of specific premarital preparation activities are not provided and
were not given to the study participants. Participants were allowed to come to their own
conclusions about what qualified as premarital preparation activities within the general
categories provided.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Overview

This chapter includes a description of research findings about the benefits of
marriage and the effects and outcomes of divorce. A review of the factors that contribute
to marital adjustment and satisfaction is provided. A description of marriage initiatives
that have been implemented by governments and communities is followed by a literature
review of premarital preparation programs. This sections includes different methods of
premarital preparation programs and their benefits as well as considerations for
components and implementation. The chapter then exposes the reader to possible
alternative methods of premarital preparation, and this section is followed by a discussion
of the theoretical framework that is used to understand the context of the research and to
guide the interpretation of research findings. Thi s chapter concludes with a presentation
of research questions and hypotheses that will be tested in this study.

Benefits of Marriage

In areas of physical, emotional, and mental well-being, married individuals, on
average, do better than divorced or single individuals (Waite & Gallagher, 2000).
Married men and women consume and abuse alcohol less frequently than singles, and
young adults who marry are more likely to reduce the amounts of alcohol and illegal
drugs they consume (Miller-Tutzauer, Leonard, & Windle 1991 ). Research consistently
shows that married individuals live longer compared to similar individual s who are
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single or divorced (Hu & Goldman, 1990; Ross, Mirowsky, & Go ldsteen, 1990). In
fact, middle-aged men who are single, divorced, or widowed are twice as likely to die as
men who are married, and women who are not married are one-and-a-halftimes more
likely to die than their married counterparts (Hu & Goldman). These differences can be
explained by the increased economic well-being that is enjoyed more readi ly by married
individuals as well as increase in social support from hav ing a companion and family or
extended fam ily ties (Ross et al.). Research has also shown that divorced men and
women have an increased likelihood of committing su icide (Lester, 1994). Longitudinal
studies have shown that as young adults marry they experience an increase in emotional
well-being (Horwits et al., 1996; Marks & Lambert, 1998).

Outcomes of Divorce

With divorce rates predicted at approximately 50% (Whitehead & Popenoe,
2005), there is an ever increasing body of research aimed to measure and bring to light
the outcomes resulting from these divorces (Amato & Booth, 1997; McLanahan &
Sandefur, 1994; Seltzer, 1994; Zi ll , Morrison, & Coiro, I 993). It is apparent from this
research that divorce affects not only the couple terminating their union but also affects
any ch ildren connected to the couple as well as the society that surrounds them.

Outcomes for Adults
Research on the well-being of adults who divorce indicates that the income of
households where children are present initially drops by about 37% after the divorce (Zill
& Nord, 1994). Additional studies find that the economic impact is disproportionately
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more negative for women than men. Some reports show that women experience an
initial decline of 57%, while men only experience a decline of 18% (Finie, 1993) and
others reveal that, long-term, women may suffer sustained economic loss of25% whi le
men only experience a 7% loss (Pollock & Stroup, 1997).
One longitudinal study of 144 familie s, half nondivorced and half divorced,
revealed that individuals who divorce are likely to experience decreased emotional
well-being, increased negativity in their relationships, increased economic strain, and are
more likely to use ineffective parenting styles (Hetherington, 2003). This study also
indicates that many individuals who experience divorce are able to reasonably adjust
within two to three years. However, there are many divorced individuals who experience
sustained difficulty, and many of the consequences of divorce are transmitted and relived
in the lives of their chi ldren. Similar findings have been found by other researchers
(Amato, 1996; Fagan & Rector, 2000; Waite & Gallagher, 2000).

Outcomes for Children
Perhaps most compelling and richly documented are the findings from research
on the effects of divorce for chi ldren. A 15-year representative study of families across
the nation showed that there were some improved outcomes for about 30% of children
who experienced divorce, whi le 70% of these children who experienced divorce were
worse off in many areas than those who had never experienced divorce (Amato & Booth,
1997). Studies have shown that negative outcomes for children are most directly related
to the divorce and the difficulties that ensue rather than parents' previous marital discord
(Forehand, Armistead, & David, 1997; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1990). However, the
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findings of some studies reveal that high marital conflict is associated with many
problematic behaviors and outcomes for children. These same studies indicate that
children from families with high marital conflict experience higher levels of well-being if
their parents choose to divorce than if there parents would have stayed married (Amato,
Loomes, & Booth, 1995; Jekielek, 1998). It appears that some children whose parents
engage in high levels of conflict experience better outcomes if their parents divorce.
Research consistently finds that the likelihood of poverty affecting children
increases when they are living in single parent homes (Duncan, 1994; Rank & Hirsch!,
1999). In the 4-month period after the father is absent from the home, the likelihood of
the family falling below the poverty line increases from 18.5% to 37.6% (Duncan).
Between the first year oflife and 17 years of age, 81% of the children in unmarried
households would experience poverty (Rank & Hirsch!). In 1993, approximately 38% of
children, who were living with their divorced mothers, were living below the poverty line
as opposed to approximately II % of children who were living in a two-parent family
(Doherty, 1995).
Children of di vorced parents are more likel y to struggle academically (Fagan &
Rector, 2000), to drop out of high school (McLanahan & Sandefur, 1994), and to make
less money (Powell & Parcell, 1997) than children of two parent families . Children who
experience parental divorce are also more likely to experience difficulty in their personal
relationships and to experience their own divorces (Amato, 1996; Hetherington, 2003).
Research consistently finds that children of divorced parents are more likely to
engage in delinquent behaviors and to engage in criminal behavior when they become
adults (Fagan & Rector, 2000; Rickel & Langer, 1985). A 20-year longitudinal study
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tracked 6,400 boys and found that those living without a biological father in the home
were approximately three times more likely than those from intact families to commit a
crime that would result in incarceration (Harper & McLanahan, 2004).
Studies focusing on the effects of divorce on adolescent substance use reveal that
children of divorce are more likely to initiate and continue substance abuse. If the
divorce occurred during childhood, the effects are less dramatic, but it was consistently
shown that living in an intact fam ily decreased the chances for substance use (Doherty &
Needle, 1991; Needle, Su, & Doherty, 1990). Hoffmann and Johnson (1998) provide
additional insight, reporting that drug use was hi ghest for adolescents in father-custody
families while drug use was lowest in mother-father families .

Outcomes on Society
Fagan and Rector (2000) make the case that juvenile delinquency and crime not
only affects the individuals engaging in delinquent acts, but also negatively affects the
society as a whole. For example, family background has been shown to have a
significant impact on the crime rates for communities. Even after controlling for
economic and racial components, Sampson (1992) found that the divorce rate could
predict the robbery rate in 171 U.S. cities that had over 100,000 citizens. He found that
the crime rates were related to inforrnal social controls such as supervision of children.
Crime rates were higher in areas that reported lower divorce rates meaning that children
with both parents present experienced greater supervision and engaged in fewer
delinquent acts.
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Recent research conducted at Utah State University by David Schramm (2006),
used available data to calculate the economic impact of divorce on state and federal
governments. He reported that in the United States, divorce costs $33.3 billion dollars
annually. Each divorce, on average, costs state and federal governments $30,000 in
direct and indirect costs. The 9,735 divorces that occurred in Utah in 2001 cost over
$300 million to the state and federal governments. In Utah, these expenditures are
allocated to programs such as Medicaid, child support enforcement, and Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (T ANF). The cost to the couple averages $18,000 but
varies greatly depending on amount of lost productivity at work, cost of relocation, and
legal fees (Schramm).
It is important to note that it would not be wise to advocate for a "stay married at

all costs" policy. Waite and Gallagher (2000) acknowledge that for marriages
involving vio lence and unresolved addictions, at times divorce may be the best option.

Marital Satisfaction and Adjustment

Research has shown that for many individuals, the transition from single to
married life is a time of adjustment. These adjustments can be difficult, and how married
individuals respond to these challenges may determine the course of their marriage
(Houston et al. , 200 I; Kurdek, 1991 ). This period of adjustment over the first year is
accompanied by a significant decrease in marital satisfact ion. A study designed to gain
information about changes in the relationship dynamics of 100 couples over the first year
of marriage, showed that husbands and wives reported less satisfaction with interactions
with their spouse, being more ambivalent, feelin g less in love, and being less satisfied
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with general aspects of married life (Houston et al., 1986). This study also indicated
that one year into marriage, husbands and wives were "considerably less affectionate, less
approving, and less disclosing than they had been as newlyweds" (p. 123). Another study
reported similar trends towards reduced satisfaction levels with couples who experienced
a premarital pregnancy, were in a remarriage, or had stepchildren showing the greatest
decline in satisfaction in the first year (Kurdek, 1991).
It appears that part of the explanation for the significant decrease in marital

satisfaction may be due to unrealistic expectations espoused by individuals before they
ever marry. Individuals, who are engaged to be married, have been shown to have more
inaccurate and idea li stic views of marriage than already married individuals (BondsRaake et al. , 200 I). Initially, newlyweds may be able to hold on to these idealistic
perceptions and remain blind to their spouses ' faults (Houston et al. , 1986), but over time
newlywed couples will discover that they di sagree on issues of role expectations and
values in areas where they ass umed agreement (Odell & Quinn, 1998). Odell and Quinn
also suggested that individuals may have agreed on issues to please the other only to
discover after marriage that they feel much more strongly about these issues than they
had anticipated. Coming to terms with the impact of discovered differences can be
difficult and can result in decreased satisfaction with the marital relationship.
Anticipating these " normal" periods of decline in the perceived quality of their marriage
may resul t in less severe decline in marital sati sfaction (Kurdek, 1999).
For couples who separate or divorce , research reveals that the breakdown of the
union begins early on. In a study conducted by Bums ( 1984), he indi cated that half of the
women surveyed, who were currently separated or divorced, believed that the breakdown
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of their marriage had happened within the first two years. Fifteen percent of these
women believed that the breakdown had begun within the first three months of their
marriages. Some researchers believe that the problems or patterns that lead to marital
discord are present premaritally (Stanley, Markman, St. Peters, & Leber, 1995).
It is likely that discrepancies, like those mentioned above, result in conflict. Some

researchers suggest that it is not how much conflict a couple engages in, but rather how
the couple deals with the conflict that determines marital satisfaction (Stanley, Markman,
& Whitton, 2002). Many couples may have low levels of effective communication that

leave them without the skills to resolve conflict effecti vely (Storaasli & Markman, 1990).
Couples who are able to skillfully navigate the inevitable conflicts could avoid much of
the difficulty of adjustment and retain higher levels of satisfaction.
Desiring change in one's spouse is another predicting factor of outcomes in the
process of marital adjustment. Researchers indicate that couples who are more adjusted
either have fewer areas where they experience dissatisfaction or have found ways to deal
with their dissatisfaction that are productive and conducive to positive adjustment (Odell
& Quinn, 1998). Kurdek ( 1991) suggested that the fewer discrepancies a couple has on

certain personality variables, the less likely they are to be dissatisfied in their marriage.
Individual s that experience fewer discrepancies and more agreement in important areas of
their relationship could encounter fewer issues where they desire change in their spouse
and thus experience greater satisfaction with their marriage.
A research study assessing marital adjustment in the first two years of marriage
reveals that factors such as age at marriage, income level, and educational attainment
may be predictive factors in assessing marital adjustment, but that these factors dimini sh
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in importance over time (Quinn & Odell, 1998). This study also revealed that after two
years of marriage, components such as interpersonal trust; desired spousal change, as
mentioned above; and emotional maturity become more influential in regards to marital
adjustment scores. McNulty and Karney (2004) indicated that couples who have positive
relational skills and possess a positive outlook on marriage experience an increase in
marital sati sfaction. This finding indicates that couples can benefit from learning
positive skills.

Government and Community Initiatives

In the mid-1990s a revival ofthe maiTiage education movement that began in the
1970s occurred (Doherty & Anderson, 2004). Doherty and Anderson indicated that the
"dramatic increases in divorce, cohabitation, and non marital childbearing over the past
30 years, along with declining rates of marriage, stirred community leaders to action" {p.
426) resulting in the involvement of legislatures, governors, and community leaders to
get more involved with the marriage movement (Brotherson & Duncan, 2004). Efforts
made by government to strengthen marriage and reduce divorce include (I) incentives
such as a reduced cost for marriage licenses for participating in premarital education; (2)
funding projects such as websites and community education programs; (3) modifying tax
laws that may hurt low income partners that marry; and (4) providing educational
programs to adolescents that focus on marriage and relationships (Brotherson & Duncan)
In their article focusing on community marriage initiatives, Doherty and
Anderson (2004) reviewed the development of community marriage initiatives and
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present descriptions of some of the top community marriage initiatives. These
programs are currently working to strengthen marriage and to reduce divorce for their
unique communi ties. For example, Marriage Savers is a national organization whose
goal is to promote the development of initiatives within communities. The main goals of
Marriage Savers are to establish community marriage policies (CMPs) and develop
Marriage Saver congregations that train mentor couples to support and work with
engaged or young married couples.
First Things First is a nonprofit organization in Chattanooga, Tennessee, that has
established a program to educate people about divorce and offer divorce mediation, and
launched public service campaigns to promote father involvement and marriage. First
Things First has trained hundreds of professionals in important fami ly issues; sponsors
premarital classes; works to promote family friendly policies in local business; sponsors
an African American marriage celebration weekend; and works to recruit local churches
to sign their own community marriage covenant (Doherty & Anderson, 2004).
The Oklahoma Marriage Initiative (OM!) is an example of a community marriage
initiative in Oklahoma that has devoted millions of dollars to strengthen marriages and
reduce divorce. The results of a statewide study have been used as a baseline to
determine the progress that is being made because of efforts to reduce divorce as well as
create programs that will meet the needs of the Oklahoma public and allow professionals
and lay leaders to tailor these programs appropriately. The central effort of the OMI is to
provide relati onship education skill s to couples through the Prevention Relationship
Enhancement Program (PREP). Efforts are being made to develop strategies of
evaluation for community marriage initiatives such as these to ensure that funds allotted
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to these efforts are being used well and that outcomes for individuals and the
community are positive (Doherty & Anderson, 2004).
A recent study aimed to assess the impact of community marriage policies on
county divorce rates revealed that community marriage initiatives are making a small but
significant difference in the communities where they have been adopted (Birch, Weed, &
Olsen, 2004). A comparison of counties with established community marriage initiatives
revealed a 2% decline annually in the divorce rate when compared to similar counties
that have not adopted community marriage initiatives (Birch eta!.).

Premarital Preparation Programs

Couples who are dealing with marital problems may tum to marital therapists for
help, and many marital therapy programs have been shown to be effective (Bryne, Carr,
& Clark, 2004; Hahlweg & Markman, 1988). However, experts indicate that therapy
may be helpful in reducing distress for the couple, but not in helping the couple return to
their previous state of happiness (Hahlweg & Markman). The reason for this is that
many couples access therapy after the destructive patterns have taken their toll and make
the relationship difficult to repair (Snyder, Willis, & Grady-Fletcher, 1991). The
alternative is for couples to participate in interventions, while they are still happy or in
the early stages of distress (Hahlweg, Markman, Thurrnaier, Eng!, & Eckert, 1998).
Approaches to relationship education that have some evidence of effectiveness can be
categorized into two general categories: inventories and skills training (Halford, 2004).
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Inventories
According to Halford (2004), inventories that are currently most used by
professionals, clergy, and couples are PREmarital Preparation and Relationship
Enhancement (PREPARE; www.prepare-enrich.com), the Facilitating Open Couple
Communication Understanding and Study (FOCCUS; www.foccusinc.com), and
RELATionship Evaluation (RELATE; Busby, Holman, & Tangiguichi, 2001).
Inventories utilize self-report questionnaires that assess important dimensions of couple
interaction as well as the impact of outside influences. After completing the inventory,
the couples receives a packet including feedback and results that can be used for
discussion between the couple or with the help of individuals trained to interpret results
(Larson, Newell, Topham, & Nichols, 2002).
There are several strengths to the inventory approach to marriage education
(Halford, 2004). For example, FOCCUS, PREPARE, and RELATE have all been shown
to predict the trajectory of relationship satisfaction for couples in the early years of
marriage (Fowers & Olson, 1986; Holman, 200 I; Larsen & Olson, 1989; Williams &
Jurich , 1995). Also, the inventories allow couples to personally assess their own risk
factors and strengths (Halford). Another strength of inventories is that those who
administer the inventories go through a structured training that prepares them to
administer and interpret the results (Halford).
One weakness of inventory-based relationship education is that no results have
been published as to the effect the inventories and the feedback they provide have on
re lationships long-term (Halford, 2004). Vatter, Larson, and Holman (2003) have shown
that administering inventory-based relationship education may provide some short-term
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increases in couple satisfaction. It is also important to note that inventories may not
provide totally accurate information because they rely on the self-reporting of
participants (Halford). Some researchers also argue that it may be counterproductive to
enlighten couples about partner differences and relationship weaknesses without giving
them tools to deal successfully with these differences (Silliman, Stanley, Coffin,
Markman, & Jordan, 2002). Many inventories are used in conjunction with ski lls
training programs (e.g., FOCCUS, PREPARE).

Skills Training
Skills training is a term that refers to programs that are designed to educate
couples and help them acquire skills through active participation while emphasizing
increased awareness and cognitive change (Halford, 2004; Stanley, 2001). Examples of
ski ll s training programs for relationship education include: the Premarital Relationship
Enhancement Program (PREP; Markman, Floyd, Stanley, & Storaasli, 1988); Couple
Commitment and Relationship Enhancement program (Couple CARE; Halford et at. ,
2004); Relationship Enhancement program (RE; Guemey, 1977); Couples
Communication Program (CCP; www.couplecommun ication.com); and Couples Coping
Enhancement Training (CCET; Bodenmann & Shantinath, 2004). These ski lls training
programs present similar content such as couple commun ication, conflict resolution, and
positive expression of affection (Halford). Each program also tends to focus on a
particular issue not presented by the others. For example, much of the PREP instruction
is devoted to the reduction of destructive conflict because developers of the program
believe that this is central to preventing problems in relationships (Markman et a t.). The
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REprogram focuses on the development of partner empathy (Guemey) while the
CCET emphasizes the importance ofleaming how to cope with life stress (Halford).
Skills training programs have many important strengths (Halford, 2004). For
example, in general, the content included in programs is geared to train couples in skills
that have been shown to predict relationship outcomes. Also, there is much evidence to
support the proposition that many programs are helpful in changing targeted skills.
Furthermore, most skills training programs have a standardized curriculum that ensures
that information is disseminated to different audiences in similar format (Halford).
One drawback of skills training programs is that it is difficult to come to a clear
consensus about their long-term efficacy (Halford, 2004). This is partly due to the fact
that programs vary in content and structure and are thus difficult to compare. Programs
often occur at one point in time and collecting data longitudinally proves to be expensive
and difficult. Although research is inconclusive about the effectiveness of programs,
many researchers believe that some intervention is better than no intervention (Halford;
Stanley, 2001).
In order to reach conclusions about the effectiveness of premarital education
programs, Carroll and Doherty (2003) recently performed a meta-analytical review of
programs that have been evaluated. They concluded that, overall, premarital education
programs that have been researched have shown to produce positive effects for couples
who participate. They indicated that, on average, individuals who participated in
programs were significantly better off than 79% of the people who did not participate,
and, on average, these participating individuals experienced a 30% increase on measures
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used to assess outcome success such as improved problem-solving skills and increased
marital satisfaction.

An additional concern about skills training programs is that, typically, they are
applied to all couples assuming that all couples require the same set of skills and training
(Halford, 2004). Some researchers suggest that skills training should be tailored to meet
the needs of different couples who may be dealing with diverse issues such as alcohol
abuse or conflict in step-families (Halford; Halford, Sanders, & Behrens, 2001).

Benefits of Premarital Preparation Programs
Impro ved couple communication stands out as a positive result of premarital
education. One study showed that couples who were trained in communication skills
demonstrated more positive and less negative communication in their interactions than
did control group couples (Hahlweg et al. , 1998). Another study found that couples,
who successfu lly learned communication skills, showed significant gains in
communication levels as compared to the control group, and had maintained these skills
at the six-month follow-up (Ridley, Avery, Harrell, Haynes-Clements, & McCunney,
1981 ). Not only do couples who participated in programs that addressed the area of
communication experience improvement, the couples themselves indicate that
communication training was the most valuable aspect of training (Stanley et al., 2001 ).
"The capacity to manage conflict well is currently the most robust predictor of
marital happiness and stability" (Nielsen, Pinsof, Rampage, Solomon, & Goldstein, 2004,
p. 486). Conflict resolution is a skill that can be adequately acquired through premarital
education and marriage education programs. In one study, premarital couples were
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offered a program that addressed issues such as family influences, finances, roles in
marriage, communication, and conflict resolution (Bader, Microys, Sinclain, Willett, &
Conway, 1980). When compared with couples who were not offered the intervention,
couples who received the intervention reported significantly less conflict, and reported
experiencing positive effects when discussing areas of conflict. Another study compared
experimental and control groups where the experimental group participated in skills
training in the area of problem-solving. Results showed that couples were able to learn
these skills proficiently and maintained these skills for up to six months (Ridley et al.,
198 1). Couples who were trained in problem-so lving techniques have also been shown to
experience a lower level of intensity for the problems they encounter (Markman et al.,
1988).
Obtaining positive skills such as problem-solving and effective communication
appear to translate into improved marital satisfaction and decrease the potential of
divorce for couples. In a study of the effects of PREP on a German population (Hahlweg
et al., 1998), at the three-year follow-up couples who participated in the program were
significantly more satisfied with their relationship and significantly more of the control
couples (21 .9%) had dissolved their marriage as compared to the experimental couples
(9.4%; Hahlweg et al.). In a longitudinal study with similar design, where relationship
satisfaction was measured, couples who had received the intervention were experiencing
significantly higher levels of satisfaction than control couples at both 1.5 and 3 year
follow-up assessments (Markman et al., 1988). This study did not report findings
regarding marital dissolution. In their review of premarital prevention programs , Carroll
and Doherty (2003) noted that, in general, these programs do increase relationship
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satisfaction for couples who are participating, but they are Jess confident in stating that
these programs prevent divorce.
Perhaps one of the most important ancillary benefits of premarital education is
that couples who participated were more likely to seek help when they encountered
problems during marriage (Stanley, 2001). A study of recently married army personnel
showed that couples who had participated in premarital counseling were more likely to
use marital therapy and other family services for problems they encountered after they
were married than those who had not participated (Schumm, Silliman, & Bell, 2000).
They were also more likely than control couples to seek help at both low and high levels
of stress. lt is also interesting to note that couples who did seek out marital therapy
experienced better results if they had previously participated in premarital counseling.
Other researchers have come to similar conclusions (Bader et al., 1980). All couples will
inevitabl y face problems. Increasing the likelihood that couples would seek help to deal
with difficult marital challenges can be a positive and important benefit of premarital
prevention.

Components
Based on the above findings that some of the major benefits of premarital
prevention programs are improved problem-solving and communication, it logically
follows that these are essential elements to include in a program's curriculum (Bader et
al., 1980; Carroll & Doherty, 2003; Markman et al., 1988; Ridley et al., 1981). Gottman
(1994) has been noted as stating that all couples will have problems, but it is not as
important what those problems are as how couples deal with them. Research consistently
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shows that coup les need competencies in problem-so lving and communication in order
to maintain marital sati sfaction and stability (Bader eta!.; Carroll & Doherty; Hahlweg et
a!., 1998; Halford eta!. , 200 I; Markman eta!. , 1988; Ridley eta!. , 1981 ). In a study of
co llege students, respondents rated the topics of communication , conflict resolution,
commitment, church, and children as most important to be included in premarital
preparation programs (Wi lliams, Riley, Risch, & Van Dyke, 1999).
In order to obtain the best positive results, it is important for both partners in the
couple to attend premarital education programs (Schumm, Resnick, Silliman, & Bell,
I 998). Booster sessions may be helpful in maintaining the benefit of marriage education
as couples progress through their marriages and experience developmental changes in
their rel ationships (Williams et al. , I 999).

Implementation
Research has shown that another important aspect to consider when discussing the
effectiveness of premarital education programs is whether the specifics of
implementatio n make a difference in outcomes. Perhaps the most crucial component of
implementation is getting the information to the couples. Programs and methods that
have shown to be most effective tend to be more time intensive and fail to reach the
majority of the eligible popul ation (Doherty & Anderson, 2004). Other researchers make
the case that most marriage education programs are designed to meet the needs of
average middle-class American s and may not be effective in preparing individuals and
strengthening marriages among low-income indi viduals (Hawkins, Carroll , Doherty, &
Wi lloughby, 2004). They suggest that more research needs to be done to discover how to
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best meet the needs of more fragile unions and that programs can be implemented in
ways that will take into account the unique needs of diverse populations.
Low-income families value marriage (Ooms & Wilson, 2004). Programs that are
developed to serve this population may be most effective if they include marriage
education integrated with information and assistance in the areas of education,
employment, substance abuse, mental health issues, and negotiating.
Many programs have been developed to address the unique needs of individuals
who are remarrying or entering step-families (Adler-Baeder & Higginbotham, 2004).
The topics covered by traditional marri age education interventions combined with
information formulated to meet the unique needs of individuals in remarriage and stepfamilies will be beneficial in preparing these individuals to improve their chances of
maintaining successful unions (Adler-Baeder & Higginbotham).
Hawkins et al. (2004) indicated that it is essential to take into account the needs
and barriers of the target audience when considering how to best implement marriage
education programs. They outline several dimen sions that should be considered
including intensity, methods of delivery, setting, target audience, and delivery. They
promote a flexible methods approach that would allow facilitators to customi ze
curriculum, be flexible with duration and intensity, tailor teaching methods, adapt setting
where instruction takes place, and con sider mode of delivery.
When considering the length of time required to acquire necessary skills, some
researchers indicate that it takes from five to six sessions for premarital education to be
effective (Halford et al. , 200 I). A single session of marriage preparation appears to have
limited value to couples (Silliman & Schumm, 2000). Couples who participated in an
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average of eight to nine sessions reported the most helpful impact on their marriages,
but most young adults indicate an interest in programs ranging in one to six sessions
(S illiman & Schumm). Adolescents who report interest in attending man·iage preparation
programs say that they are more likely to attend if programs are brief and low-cost
(Williams et al. , l999). The general consensus from a review of literature is that various
time formats can be equally effective in producing positive results (Carroll & Doherty,
2003).
Research has shown that premarital education programs may be taught in
alternative settings by individuals other than trained professionals and still produce
equall y positive results. For example, in one study, trained clergy and lay leaders were
found to be equally effective in conducting and disseminating information through
premarital education programs as were professionals in the field of family relations
(S tanley et al. , 200 1). The results of the study conducted by Williams et al. (1999)
reveals that young adults, who participated in marriage preparation, perceived that
programs offered by a team of providers was most helpful. These couples reported that
programs involving clergy and lay couples would be most helpful. Unmarried
adolescents report that they would prefer to receive marriage preparation information
from more personal sources such as friends, their parents, or volunteer couples that are
more familiar to them (Silliman & Schumm, 2004). It may be best to disseminate
empirically based marriage education interventions through organizations that already
exist and are accessed by individuals who are preparing to marry than to create new
systems to deliver these interventions (Markman et al., 2004).
Although premarital education programs differ in many ways, they generally
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tend to be effective in producing positive results for couples in the areas of problemsolving, communication, and marital satisfaction. These results seem to be maintainable
for up to three years, and may potentially prevent divorce (Markman eta!., 1988).
Programs can be implemented in a variety of ways, but if couples are able to attend
together and incorporate the principles and skills, couples can experience the intended
benefits in their marriage (Carroll & Doherty, 2003).

Alternative Methods

Most of the available body of research about premarital preparation centers
around formal premarital inventories or classes (Carroll & Doherty, 2003; Halford,
2004). There has been little or no research done on alternative methods of delivery such
as books, videos, marriage based internet sites, and other more informal methods such as
talking about marriage with parents, clergy, or friends. Some preliminary research has
been done in Utah through the Utah Governor's Commission on Marriage that distributes
a short marriage video aimed to educate individuals about important issues relating to
marriage (D. Schramm, personal communication, February 21 , 2006). Utah State
University hosts a website www.utahmarriage.org that offers an array of information
about preparing for marriage, strengthening marriage, and what to do before considering
divorce. Cooperative Extension Services nationwide also provide varied information in
the form of fact sheets, newsletters, and curriculum that are aimed to strengthen marriage
(Goddard & Olsen, 2004).
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These are only a few examples of alternative delivery methods that have been
developed to strengthen marriage and reduce divorce. These alternative methods may be
difficult to study in regards to effectiveness in preparing individuals for marriage, but
some researchers suggest that it would be beneficial for marriage education to be offered
in less intense formats that could be made more readily available to the public (Hawkins
eta!. , 2004). They suggest that equipping parents with better information and guides to
teach children about marriage could be an additional way to get individuals educated and
prepared for marriage. They also indicate that neighborhood initiatives and mass media
may also help to get information out about the importance of preparing and how to
prepare for marriage (Hawkins eta!.). Although it may be likely that more formal and
inten se programs are overall more effective than less forma l and intense methods, they
may reach a relatively small percentage of the population. Thus, it could be important for
practical reasons to channel effective information through alternative avenues (Hawkins
eta!.).
Theoretical Framework

Social Exchange Theory is the approach taken to understand the participation and
non participation of individuals in premarital preparation activities (White & Kline, 2002).
According to White and Kline, thi s theory is that "rational actors choose a course of
action that produces the greatest benefits" (p. 33). Some of the main assumptions of this
theory that are relevant to this current study are that (1) the individual is real (social
structure, norms of the culture, and patterns of the group come about because of actions
by individua ls); (2) predicti on and understanding of actions come by understanding the
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motives of the individual; (3) actors are rational (meaning individuals are capable of
making decisions based on rational thought) ; and (4) individuals are constrained by the
possible choices (Ingoldsby, Smith, & Miller, 2004; White & Kline). Additional
concepts included in the theory are that individuals attempt to maximize profit by making
choices that would produce the greatest reward for the least cost and do this by
calcul ating the cost to reward ratio (Ingoldsby eta!.; White & Kline). It is
also assumed that individuals will incur a present cost for a anticipated reward or future
benefit (White & Kline).
In applying the social exchange theory to participation in premarital preparation
activities, it as assumed that individual s will participate or not participate in activities
based on whether or not they believe it will be to their greatest benefit. If individuals
believe that participating in a particular preparation activity will produce positive results
in their future marriage relationship, they are more likely to participate. If the costs of
time, money, or conflict because the partner' s lack of interest outweigh the potential
benefits, it is less likely that indi viduals wi ll participate in activities. Individual s are also
constrained by the available choices of preparation activities available to them or the
choices they are aware of being available to them . Individuals are less likely to
participate in marriage preparation classes if these classes are not available in their area,
and will not participate if they are not aware that these classes are available. If
individuals perceive that participating in premarital preparation will produce future
benefits such as increased ability to communicate, so lve problems , and that they will
improve marital sati sfaction, they will be more likely to wi ll ingly incur present costs that
may outweigh present benefits.
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Research Questions and Hypotheses

l. What activities do newly married couples in Utah participate in to prepare for
marriage?
a.

How did individuals rate these activities in regards to their helpfulness in
preparation for marriage?

b. What are the reasons given by individuals for not participating in
preparation activities?
2. How is marital satisfaction different between those who did and did not
participate in preparing activities?
Hypotheses l: Marital satisfaction will be higher for those who did participate
than for those who did not participate in preparation activities.
3. How do pre-marital preparation activities relate to marital satisfaction?
Hypotheses 2: Participation in preparation activities is positively correlated with
marital satisfaction.
4. What factors are associated with the marital satisfaction among newlyweds in
Utah?
Hypotheses 3: Socio-demographic factors are associated with marital satisfaction
in newlyweds in Utah.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS

This study was conducted using a survey methodology to determine the
relationship between pre-marital education and marital satisfaction. This chapter begins
with a description of the data collection procedures of this study. Next, a description of
the study sample is provided along with Table I. The chapter then discusses the
statistical analyses that were used to understand what Utah couples are doing to prepare
for marriage and to investigate factors that contribute to marital satisfaction among
newly-wed couples. This section is followed by a description of the measures of
variables used in this study.

Data Collection Procedures

After getting approval from the Utah State University Institutional Review Board
and the Utah Department of Health and Human Services, six student researchers
systematically selected 2,823 marriage licenses (see Appendix C). From marriage
li censes recorded between January 2002 and July 2002, every third license was pulled. In
order to ensure the sample was representative of Utah couples only, each license was
chec ked to verify that the "Usual Residence" for at least one of the spouses was a Utah
address. If the license did not have a Utah address, the next license in order was pulled,
and the systemati c sampling was continued. Every county in Utah was included in this
sampling except for Utah, Davis, and Weber counties. These counties keep their
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marriage license records filed at their own courthouses and researchers were not able
to gather them .
A survey packet including an informational cover letter and a survey for the wife
and husband were sent out to the 2,823 couples who were selected from all marriage
li censes (see Appendix A and B). As mentioned, this packet contained an informative
cover letter, a front page designed to gather demographic information and two copies of
the survey, one to be filled out by the wife and one to be filled out by the husband. The
su rvey instrument contained the Kansas Marital Satisfaction Scale (KMSS). It also
included questions about the individuals' preparation for marriage as well as

th~ ir

perception of their preparation and perception of preparation activities they had
participated in. Husband and wife were instructed to complete their individual surveys
separately and return them in the pre-addressed postage-paid envelope. As an incentive
to complete and return the surveys, a two-dollar bill was included in the survey packet.
All printing and postage was paid for by a grant from the Utah Governor's Commi ssion
on Marriage.
Ten days after the survey packet was sent out, a reminder post card was mailed
which thanked the couple if they had filled out and returned the survey and encouraged
them to fill out the survey and send it in if they had not done so (see Appendix A). Ten
days later, a new packet of surveys (without the two-dollar bill) was sent to all couples
who had not mailed in their surveys. This was a precautionary measure implemented in
case couples had misplaced their original survey. After another ten days, a final reminder
post card was sent encouraging couples who had not been heard from to mail in their
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surveys (see Appendix A) . The measures used to answer the research questions of this
study were part of a larger survey. The full survey is included in the appendices.

Sample

The survey population for this study included I 0 l 0 newlywed couples in Utah.
Demographic characteristics of the sample are described in Table l. The average age for
wives was 27, whi le the average age for husbands was 29. For the participants of this
study, 77.4% of the wives and 76.9% of husbands reported that this was their first
marriage. In addition, 26.0% of both wives and husbands indicated that they brought
children into marriage. Similarly, 30.6% of both wives and husbands reported that they
cohabitated before marriage.
When participants were asked to indicate their religious affiliation , 71.7%
identified themselves as LDS , 4.8% identified themselves as Catholic, 3.8% indicated
that they were of other religious affiliations, and 12.7% indicated that they had no formal
religious affiliation. For wives, 66.0% indicated that their parents were married, 4.7%
indi cated that their parents were remarried, 14.2% indicated that their parents were
divorced, 10.3% indicated that their parents were widowed, and 4.8% indicated that their
parents had another marital status. For husbands , 62.1% reported that their parents were
married, 5.1% reported that their parents were remarried, 13.5% reported that their
parents were divorced, 12.1% reported that their parents were widowed, and 7.2%
reported that their parents had another marital status. The majority of participants
(88.2%) identified themselves as White, non-Hispanic, while 4.2 % identified themse lves
as Hispanic or Latino, and the remainder of the participants were of other races.
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Table I

Demographic Characteristics of Sample

Percent/Mean
Variables

Wives

Husbands

27

29

Number of marriage:
First
Second or more

77.4%
22.6%

76.9%
23.1%

Children into marriage:
Yes
No

26.0%
74.0%

26.0%
74.0%

Cohabitation:
Yes
No

30.6%
69.4%

30.6%
69.4%

Religious affiliation:
No religious affiliation
LOS
Other religions

12.2%
73.8%
14.0%

13.6%
72.1%
14.3%

Parents' marital status:
Married
Remarried
Divorced
Widowed
Other

66.0%
4.7%
14.2%
10.3%
4.8%

62.1%
5.1%
13.5%
12.1%
7.2%

Age

Statistical Analysis

Data analysis for the four research questions was completed by using the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS version 13) computer program. The
firs t research question focused on the activities that individuals participated in to prepare
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for marriage. Frequencies or percentages were used to describe how individuals
partic ipate in each given activity. Frequencies were also used to answer the subquestions of how newlyweds rated the helpfulness of activities and of what were the
reasons given for not participating in preparing activities.
The second research question focused on differences in marital satisfaction
between those who participated in and those who did not participate in preparation
act ivities. To examine differences in the marital satisfaction scores between those with
and without a preparation activity t tests were conducted.
The third research question dealt with ten specific activities and how participation
in each activity correlated with marital satisfaction scores. Correlations were calculated
to examine the association between participation in each activity and marital satisfaction.
The final research question focused on the factors affecting marital satisfaction
among newlywed couples. The ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis was
conducted to understand factors associated with marital sati sfaction. Ordinary least
squares regress ion analysis wi th dummy variab les for ten marriage preparation activ ities
were used to identify the effects of premarital education activity on the martial
satisfaction scores for both wives and husbands. In addition, six socio-demographic
variables that were gathered from questions in the survey were included in the OLS
regression analyses for both husbands and wives.

Measures of Variables

The Kansas Marital Satisfaction Scale (KMSS) was an establ ished measure used
in the research survey to assess the marital satisfaction of newlyweds. The Kansas
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Marital Satisfaction Scale (Schumm et al., 1986) was chosen for this study because of its
brevity as well as for its ability to easily measure an individual's satisfaction with their
spouse, their marriage, and their overall relationship.
The instrument consisted of three simple questions: (I) how satisfied are you with
your marriage?, (2) how satisfied are you with your wife/husband as a spouse?, and (3)
how sati sfied are you with your relationship with your wife/husband? Answers to each
question were ranked on a 7-point Iikert scale with possibilities ranging from extremely
satisfied (7) to extremely dissatisfied (I). After adding points from each question, total
scores could range from 3 to 21. Lower scores indicate greater dissatisfaction and higher
scores indicate greater satisfaction.
Based on its correlations with other widely used instruments such as the Dyadic
Adjustment Scale (Schumm et al., 1986), the Revised Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Busby,
Chri stensen, Crane, & Larson , 1995), the Marital Adjustment Test (Schumm, Bollman, &
Jurich , 1997), and the Quality Marriage Index (Calahan, 1997), the Kansas Marital
Satisfaction Scale has been shown to have concurrent and discriminant validity. The
KMSS has also been shown to be consistently reliable over time. Studies that have
utilized the KMSS record alpha levels that range from .84 to .97 (Calahan, 1997;
Mitchell, Newell, & Schumm, 1983; Schumm et al. , 1997; Schumm, Nichols, Schectman,
& Grigsby, 1983).

A scale was designed to gather information about activities individuals
participated in to prepare for marriage, how helpful they perceived these activities to be,
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and the reasons for non-participation. Possible activities listed in the measure were as
follows: read a book on marriage; read pamphlets, magazines, news article; had
professional premarital/counseling; talked with religious leaders/clergy; visited marriage
web site(s); visited with other married couples; visited with parents/relatives; viewed
videos/ movies on marriage; attended a class (2 or more sessions); attended a workshop
or lecture (I session). The detinition of these activities was open to the interpretation of
the individuals participating in the survey.
In indicating if they had participated in speci fie preparation activities, individuals
were asked to rate the "degree of helpfulness" for each activity in their preparation for
marriage. Options for answers were: very helpful, helpful, somewhat helpful, not very
helpful , not at all helpful, and n/a if individual had not participated in the activity.
Individuals were also able to indicate their reason for not participating in an activity.
Possible reasons they could mark were: didn ' t think was needed, not available, took too
much time, spouse wasn't interested, I was not interested.
Table 2 shows measures or definitions for the marriage preparation activities and
socio-demographic variables that are included in the OLS regression analysis. As it
shows in Table 2, if participants indicated that they read a book on marriage, their
answers were coded as I and if they did not participate, answers were coded as 0. If
participants indicated that they read pamphlets, magazines, or news articles as a
preparation activity, their answers were coded as I, and if they did not, their answers
were coded as 0. If they had professional premarital counseling, their answers were
coded as I, and if participants did not have counseling, it was coded as 0. For the
activity, talked with religious leaders/clergy, answers were coded as I if they had
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Table 2

Measurement of Variables

Variables
Marriage preparation activities:
Read a book
Read pamphlets
Had counseling
Visit with clergy
Visit web site
Visit with couples
Visit with parents
View movies
Attend a class
Attend a workshop

Socio-demographic characteristics:
Age
Number of marriage:
First marriage
(Second marriage)

Measurement

I if read a book on marriage, 0 if otherwise
I if read pamphlets, magazines, news articles, 0 if
otherwise
I if had professional premarital counseling, 0 if otherwise
I if talked with religious leaders, 0 if otherwise
I if visited marriage web site(s), 0 if otherwise
I if visited with other married couples, 0 if otherwise
I if visited with parents/relatives, 0 if otherwise
I if viewed videos/movies on marriage, 0 if otherwise
I if attended a class (2 or more sessions)yes, 0 if otherwise
I if attended a workshop or lecture (I session), 0 if
otherwise

Continuous, respondents age
I if first marriage, 0 if otherwise
I if second or more, 0 if otherwise

Children

I if children brought into marriage, 0 if otherwise

Cohabit

I if cohabited, 0 if otherwise

Religious affiliation:
(No religious affiliation)
LOS
Other religion

Parents ' marital status:
(Married)
Remarried
Divorced
Widowed
Other

I if no formal religion, 0 if otherwise
I if Latter-day Saint, 0 if otherwise
I if other religion (Buddhist, Jewish, Catholic, Evangelical
Christian, Protestant, Hindu, Islamic, other, etc.), 0 if
otherwise

I
I
I
I
I

if parents
if parents
if parents
if parents
if parents

married, 0 if otherwise
remarried or first marriage, 0 if otherwise
divorced, 0 if otherwise
widowed, 0 if otherwise
never married or other, 0 if otherwise

Note: Parenthesis represent omitted category in multivariate analysis.
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participated and 0 if they did not. If individuals indicated that they had visited a
marriage web site, their answers were coded as I, and it was coded as 0 if they did not.
For the activity, visiting with other married couples, answers were coded as I if
individuals participated and 0 if they did not. If individuals visited with parents and
relatives, their answer was coded as I, and if they did not, their answer was coded as 0.
For the activity variable of viewing videos/movies on marriage, answers were coded as I
if individuals participated in that activity and 0 if they did not. If individuals attended a
class, their answers were coded as I , and if they did not, their answers were coded as 0.
Finally, if individuals attended a workshop or lecture on marriage, their answer was
coded as 1, and if they did not, their answer was coded as 0.
In the survey, wives and husbands were asked to indicate their age at marriage.
For the analyses, age at marriage was coded as a continuous variable. Husbands and
wives were also asked to individually indicate the 'number of this marriage' and were
gi ven the options 'I, 2, 3 or more.' Answers for number of marriage were coded 1 if it
was a first marriage and 0 if it was the second or more.
Wives and husbands were asked to indicate if either person had brought children
into the present marriage. If children were brought into the marriage, the answer was
coded as I, and if not, the answer was coded as 0. Individuals were asked to indicate, yes
or no, if they had cohabited or lived together prior to marriage. If individuals indicated
that they had cohabited before marriage, the answer was coded as 1. If they did not
cohabite, the answer was coded as 0.
In the survey, participants were asked to indicate their religious affiliation. The
answers provided included: Buddhist, Catholic, Evangelical Christian, Hindu, Islamic,
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Jewish , Latter-day Saint, Protestant, No formal religious affiliation, and Other. In the
OLS regression analyses, religious affiliation was categorized by three dummy variables:
no religion, LDS religion, and other religion. Other religion includes Buddhist, Catholic,
Evangelical Christian, Hindu, Islamic, Jewish, Protestant, and other. To identifY sociodemographic factors associated with marital satisfaction among newlywed individuals,
parents' marital slats was included in both wives' and husbands' OLS regression models.
In the survey, participants were asked to indicate whether their parents were married,
remarried, divorced, widowed, or other. The category 'married' was used as the
comparison group for the OLS regression analyses.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Results from analysis of the data received through the survey instrument of this
study are presented in thi s chapter. Results are presented in the order of the research
questions. The first research question was to determine which activities individuals in
Utah participated in to prepare for marriage. In addition, two sub-questions were to
ascertain how helpful individuals perceived their participation in preparation activities to
be as they prepared for marriage as well as the reasons why individuals chose not to
participate in specific activities. The results for research question one are presented in
Tables 3, 4, and 5.
Proportions of participation in each premarital preparation activity are presented
in Table 2. As their most frequently used activity for preparing for marriage, 84.1% of
wives and 79.6% of hu sbands reported having visited with parents and relatives. The
seco nd most frequently reported activity was visiting with other married couples. For
example, 76.7% of wives and 71.5% of husbands participated in visiting with other
married couples as a premarital preparation activity. For both wives and husbands, the
third most frequently participated in activity was talking with religious leaders. That is,
69.0% of wives and 65.8% of husbands reported that they participated in this activity. It
is interesting to note that for both wives and husbands, all of the top three activities were
preparation activities involving people such as parents, relatives, other married couples,
or religious leaders that they knew well or wi th which they were religiously affiliated.
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Table 3 also reveals that individuals in this study chose to prepare for marriage
by accessing written material. Of the participants in this study, 51.7% of wives and
40.7% of husbands reported having read a book on marriage, while 52.3% of wives and
39.3% of husbands reported having read pamphlets, magazines, or news articles on
marriage. For wives, reading pamphlets, magazines , and news articles was the fourth
most participated in marriage preparation activity and reading a book on marriage was
the fifth most frequently participated in activity. For husbands, reading a book was the
fourth and reading pamphlets, magazines, and news articles was the fifth most frequently
participated in activity. Although there were some similarities in marriage preparation
activities between husbands and wives, it is noted that wives were more likely to
choose reading pamphlets, magazines, and news articles, while husbands tended to
choose reading a book as a marriage preparation activity.
Some individuals attended more forrnal or professionally facilitated marriage
preparation activities. For example, 32.3% of wives and 27.3% of husbands reported
attending a class with two or more sessions. Also, 18.9% of wives and 15.7% of
husbands reported attending a one-session lecture or workshop. In this study, higher
proportions of wives participated in all activities than did men, except for one activityhaving professional premarital counseling. Table 3 indicates that 13.9% of wives
participated in professional premarital counseling, while 15.2% of husbands participated
in professional premarital counseling as a marriage preparation activity.
Study participants were least likely to choose watching videos or movies on
marriage as well as visiting marriage websites as marriage preparation activities. While
18.4% of wives and 17.3% of husbands reported having viewed videos or movies on
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Table 3

Percentage of Wives (W) and Husbands (H) Participating in Preparation Activities
Activity

Wives

Husbands

Read a book on marriage

51.7%

40.7%

Read pamphlets, magazines, news articles

52.3%

39.3%

Had professional premarital counseling

13.9%

15.2%

Talked with religious leaders

69.0%

65.8%

Visited marriage web site(s)

11.5%

9.1%

Visited with other married couples

76.7%

71.5%

Visited with parents/relatives

84.1%

79.6%

Viewed videos/movies on marriage

18.4%

17.3%

Attended a class (2 or more sessions)

32.3%

27.3%

Attended a workshop or lecture (I session)
Note. N = 1010 wives and 1010 husbands.

18.9%

15.7%

marriage, 11.5% of wives and 9.1% of husbands reported having visited marriage
websites. These findings indicate that respondents were not as likely to choose to prepare
for marriage by accessing media-centered marriage preparation activities.
Table 4 presents the perceived degree of helpfulness for each marriage
preparation activity as percentages. These percentages were only from those wives and
husbands who reported having participated in that activity. The top five activities
reported by wives as being very helpful or helpful are as follows: Attended a class
(80.1 %) , talked with religious leaders or clergy (78.2%), attended a workshop or lecture
(77.5%), had professional premarital counseling (75.7%), and read a book on marriage
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Table 4

Perceived Helpfulness ofPreparation Activities As Rated by Wives and Husbands

Very
Helpful

Somewhat
Helpful

74.2%
69.8%

19.9%
23.1%

4.8%
5.8%

l.l%
1.2%

Read pamphlets,
magazines, news articles
Wives
48.4%
Husbands
34.5%

39.1%
46.9%

10.6%
14.6%

1.9%
4.0%

Had professional
premarital counseling
Wives
75.7%
Husbands
60.8%

18.6%
27.5%

3.6%
5.9%

2.1%
5.9%

Talked with religious
leaders/clergy
Wives
78.2%
Husbands
72.6%

16.9%
21.7%

3.3%
2.6%

1.6%
3.2%

Visited marriage
websites
Wives
Husbands

39.0%
37.4%

42.6%
40.7%

15.7%
13.2%

2.6%
8.8%

Visited with
other couples
Wives
Husbands

72.6%
66.2%

20.4%
25.0%

5.3%
5.9%

1.8%
2.9%

Watched videos/
movies on marriage
Wives
Husbands

37.8%
25.2%

37.3%
44.3%

17.3%
20.7%

7.6%
9.8%

Read a book
on man·iage
Wives
Husbands

Not Very
Helpful

Not at all
Helpful

(table continues)
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Attended a class
(2 or more sessions)
Wives
Husbands

80.1%
62.7%

16.3%
27.5%

3.1%
6.5%

0.1%
3.3%

Attended a workshop/
Lecture ( l session)
Wives
77.5%
Husbands
60.1%

16.8%
27.8%

5.2%
6.3%

0.1%
5.7%

(74.2%). Although it was not in the top five, 72.6% of wives perceived that visiting with
parents or relatives was very helpful or helpful. Also, 66.5% of wives indicated that
visiting with other couples was very helpful or helpful, and 59.2% of wives gave the
same ratings for reading pamphlets, magazines, and news articles. Wives were not as
likely to perceive visiting marriage websites (39.0%) as very helpful or helpful and also
not as likely to report viewing videos or movies on marriage (37.8%) as very helpful or
helpful.
For husbands, the top five activities that were reported as being very helpful or
helpful are as follows: talked with religious leaders or clergy (72.6%), read a book on
marriage (69.9%), talked with parents or relative (66.2%), attended a class (62.7%), and
had professional premarital counseling (60.8%). Husbands also reported attending a
workshop or lecture (60.1 %) and visiting with other couples (59.2%) as very helpful or
helpful. On the other hand, husbands were not as likely to report as very helpful or
helpful the following activities: visited marriage websites (37.4%); read pamphlets,
magazines , or news articles (34.5%); and watched videos or movies on marriage (25.2%).
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On average, husbands were less likely than wives to indicate that they felt
marriage preparation activities were very helpful or helpful. In addition, husbands were,
overall, more likely to answer that marriage preparation activities were somewhat
helpful, not very helpful, and not at all helpful. It was also evident that activities such as
visiting marriage website(s) and viewing video/movies on marriage were most often
perceived as only somewhat helpful by both wives and husbands.
It is interesting to note that although only 32.3% of wives indicated that they

attended a class, a majority of wives (80.1%) reported that attending a class was very
helpful or helpful in their marriage preparation. In this study, it appears that even if
wives participated more frequently in activities such as visiting with their parents or
relatives, visiting with other couples, or talking with religious leaders or clergy, a greater
degree of helpfulness was found in the activity of attending a class. Similarly, this
pattern was true for wives who attended a workshop/lecture: for example, although only
18.9% of wives attended a workshop or lecture, 77.5% of wives reported that attending a
workshop or lecture was very helpful or helpful. Participation in a workshop/lecture or in
premarital counseling may be less frequented activities by individuals who are preparing
to marry; however, if they attended, individuals perceived their participation in a
workshop/lecture or in premarital counseling as very helpful or helpful.
In regard to the helpfulness of activiti es, the findings of husbands are similar to
that of wives. Among those activities, husbands were less likely to participate in formal
preparation activities such as attending a class, attending a lecture/workshop, or having
premarital counseling. Husbands were also more likely to participate in talking with
parents, re latives, other couples, or clergy and were likely to indicate that these activities
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were very helpful or helpful. Even though husbands were less likely than their wives
to report participating in formal marriage preparation activities, such as
classes/workshops and counseling, husbands who participated in these preparation
activities reported these activities as very helpful or helpful. In fact, husbands were more
likely to report that having professional counseling was more helpful than visiting with
other couples. Even though husbands may participate less frequently in some preparation
activities such as attending a class/workshop/lecture, or having professional premarital
counseling, a high proportion in the husband sample reported that such activities were
very helpful or helpful. In other words, while activities such as attending a class or
workshop were noted as less frequently participated in by husbands, their perceived
helpfulness of such activities was very high.
While examining patterns of premarital marriage preparation activities, it is also
important to understand the reasons why individuals did not participate in these activities.
In both the wives' and husbands' surveys, participants were asked to indicate which one
of five categories was the main reason they did not participate in premarital preparation
activities. Possible reasons that individuals did not participate in activities were: Didn't
think was needed; not available; took too much time; spouse was not interested; and I
was not interested. Tables 5 presents the percentages for each possible answer that were
given under each activity. These percentages only represent the answers from those
individuals who indicated that they did not participate in each given activity.
This study revealed that the number one reason that both husbands and wives did
not participate in specific marriage preparation activities was because they didn't think it
was needed. The results of this study show that many wives and husbands did not
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participate in having professional premarital counseling because they didn't think it
was needed. For example, 66.8% of wives responded to this category and 62.2% of
husbands indicated it.
The category, I was not interested, was the second most commonly given answer
for not participating in preparation activities. While 31.7% of wives reported that they
did not participate in talking with religious leaders or clergy because they were not
interested, 36.5% of husbands reported that they were not interested in reading a book.
The third most commonly given reason for not participating in preparation
activities was that they were not available. The results show that 26.1% of wives
indicated that they did not participate in workshops because they were not available to
them, while 17.2% of husbands reported that marriage websites were not available to
them.
The fourth most commonly given reason for not participating in preparation
activities was that it took too much time . Both husbands (12%) and wives (16%) were in
agreement that they did not participate in reading books because it took too much time.
The fifth reason that individuals did not participate in preparation activities was
because their spouse was not interested. Table 5 shows that 5% of wives indicated that
they did not participate in talking with religious leaders or clergy because their spouse
was not interested. For husbands. 0.6% reported that they did not participate in talking
with parents or relative or read pamphlets/magazines/or news articles because their
spouse was not interested.
No wives answered that it took too much time to talk with clergy or that their
spouse was not interested in talking with parents or relatives. Husbands did not answer
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Table 5

Reasons Individuals Do Not Participate in Preparation Activities

Activity

Didn 't think
needed

Not
available

Too much
time

Spouse
not int.

I was not
interested

Book
Wives
Husbands

45.0%
43.1 %

12.4%
8.0%

16.0%
12.0%

1.8%
0.4%

24.8%
36.5%

Counsel ing
Wives
Husbands

66.8%
62.2%

11.9%
9.2%

3.2%
5.2%

2.3%
0.4%

15.8%
23.0%

Religious leaders
Wives
Husbands

54.0%
54.7%

9.4%
7.1%

0.0%
2.1%

5.0%
0.4%

31.7%
35.8%

Website(s)
Wives
Husbands

50.3%
51.5%

23.9%
17.2%

2.4%
1.8%

0.1%
0.1%

23.3%
29.4%

Married couples
Wives
Husbands

59.3%
61.6%

I I. I%
5.7%

1.5%
1.7%

1.5%
0.0%

26.6%
31.0%

Parents/relatives
Wives
Husbands

64.1%
60.5%

10.2%
6.6%

0.8%
3.0%

0.0%
0.6%

25.0%
29.3%

Pamph/ mag/news
Wives
Husbands

58.0%
50.0%

12.8%
10.2%

5.3%
4.6%

0.5%
0.6%

23.4%
34.7%

Video/movie
Wives
Husbands

49.5%
51.4%

22.2%
17.1 %

5.6%
3.2%

1.5%
0.3%

21.1%
28.1%

Wives
Husbands

50.3%
50.2%

20.3%
13.7%

9.5%
8.6%

1.0%
0.2%

19.0%
27.3%

Workshop
Wives
Husbands

48.4%
50.3%

26. 1%
16.9%

7.1%
6. 1%

1.3%
0.3 %

17.2%
26.4%

Class
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that their spouse was not interested in visiting with other married couples.
The second research question of this study is: How is marital satisfaction different
between those who did participate and did not participate in preparation activities? In
this study, it was hypothesized that marital satisfaction will be higher for those who
participate in premarital preparation activities than those who do not participate. In order
to test this hypothesis, t tests were performed to see if there were differences in the
average KMS scores between those who did and those who did not participate in specific
preparation activities for both husbands' and wives ' samples. The t test results showed
some significant differences in the marital satisfaction scores for those who participated
in specific preparation activities and those who did not participate. Thus, the findings of
this study support hypothesis #1.
Table 6 indicates that for wives, marital satisfaction was significantly different
between those who did and those who did not participate in four marriage preparation
activities. That is, activities such as reading a book on marriage, having professional
premarital counseling, talking with religious leaders, and attending a class were
significant at the .05 level. The wives who read a book on marriage had a higher marital
satisfaction score (19.8) than those who did not read a book (19.4). Those wives who
talked with religious leaders or clergy reported a significantly higher marital satisfaction
score (19. 7) than that of wives who did not talk with religious leaders or clergy (19.4 ).
Likewise, wives who attended a class had a significantly higher marital satisfaction score
(l9.8) than those who did not attend a class (19.5). Those wives who reported
participating in premarital counseling actually had a significantly lower marital
satisfaction score (19.1) than those who did not participate (19. 7).
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For husbands, three activities were shown to be significant at the .05 level:
these activities are visiting with other married couples, visiting with parent/relatives, and
attending a class. Table 6 indicates that when husbands visited with other married
couples, they had a significantly higher marital satisfaction score (19.7) than those who
did not visit with other married couples ( 19.1). Table 6 also shows that husbands who

Tab le 6

Average KMS Scores for Wives and Husbands Who Did and Did Not Participate in
Preparation Activities

Activities

Yes

Wives
No

Had professional premarital
counseling

19.1

Talked with religious leaders

Husbands
No
t test

t test

Yes

19.7

.048**

19.4

19.6

.353

19.7

19.4

.040**

19.7

19.4

.068*

Visited marriage web site(s)

19.7

19.6

.707

19.3

19.6

.392

Vi sited with other
married couples

19.7

19.4

.214

19.7

19.1

.005**

Visited with parent/relatives

19.7

19.3

.256

19.7

19.1

.026**

Read pamphlets, magazines,
news artic les

19.6

19.6

.992

19.6

19.5

.608

Viewed videos/
movies on marriage

19.7

19.6

.624

19.6

19.5

.634

Attended a class
(2 or more sessions)

19.8

19.5

.021**

19.8

19.5

.030**

Attended a workshop or lecture
(I session)

19.8

19.5

.222

19.7

19.6

.522

Sig. < .05**, Sig. < .10*
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visited with parents/relatives reported a significantly higher marital satisfaction score
(!9.7) than those who did not visit with parents or relatives (!9.1). Husbands who
attended a class as a marriage preparation activity had a significantly higher marital
satisfaction score (19.8) than that of those who did not attend a class (19.5). Table 6
shows that husbands who talked with religious leaders/clergy had significantly higher
marital satisfaction than those who did not. However, the difference in the marital
satisfaction was significant at the .I level between those who talked with religious leaders
and those who did not talk with religious leaders. That is, husbands who talked with
religious leaders showed a higher marital satisfaction score (!9.7) than those who did not
talk with religious leaders (!9.4).
The results displayed in Table 7 together answer research questions three and
four. The purpose of research question three was to discover how man·iage preparation
activities affect the marital satisfaction level among newlywed individuals. To
understand factors associated with marital satisfaction among newlywed individuals,
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analyses was conducted. Thus, holding other
factors constant, this study attempts to examine the effects of marriage preparation
activities on marital satisfaction for both wives and husbands. In the analyses, OLS
regress ion models were estimated separately for wives' and husbands' samples.
In the OLS regression models, ten marriage preparation activities and six sociodemographic variables were included as independent variables. The results of the OLS
regression analysis indicate that only one activity was found to be statistically significant
in predicting levels of marital satisfaction among newlywed individuals. It was found
that having professional premarital counseling was the activity that was significantly
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Table 7

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Results for Marital Satisfaction Scores
Wives'
Marital Satisfaction
Std Error Sig.
bW)
Premarital Preparation Activities

Husbands'
Marital Satisfaction
b (p)
Std Error Sig.

.074(.342)

.184

.064

-.043(-.213)

.215

.322

Read pamphlets

-.038( -.176)

.180

.328

-.034(-.169)

.213

.428

Had counseling

-.109(-.731)

.247

.003**

-.022(-.156)

.267

.560

Visit with clergy

.003(.017)

.225

.939

.005(.029)

.240

.905

Visit web site

.036(.266)

.254

.296

-.073(-.607)

.309

.050

Visit with couples

-.033(-.186)

.250

.457

.063(.358)

.253

.157

Visit with parents

.008(.054)

.297

.855

.047(.304)

.299

.309

View movie

.040(.234)

.210

.266

.026(.163)

.245

.506

Attend a class

.014(.070)

.200

.726

.062(.337)

.223

.131

Attend a workshop

.011 (.067)

.231

.772

.006(.038)

.266

.888

.013

.005**

.065(.017)

.014

.219

.288

.329

.236(.039)

.315

.455

.241

.001 **

-.1 07(-.603)

.260

.020**

Read a book

Socio-Demographic Variables
Age

.144(.036)

Number of marriage: (Second or more)
First marriage

.049(.282)

Children brought: (No children)
Brought children

-.157(-.836)

Cohabitation: (Didn't cohabitate)
(table continues)
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Cohabitated

-.042(-.212)

.219

.332

-.005(-.027)

.232

.908

Religious affiliation: (No religion)
LDS religion

-.022(-.150)

.315

.635

-.052(-.355)

.318

.264

Other religion

-.044(-.021)

.238

.942

-.036(-.195)

.293

.506

Parents' marital status: (Parents married)
Parents remarried -.036(-.239)

.233

.305

.026(.183)

.251

.466

Parents divorced

-.036( -.276)

.267

.301

-.123(-.930)

.268

.001 **

Parents widowed

.012(-.135)

.388

.728

-.059(-.572)

.350

.102

.007**

.002(.018)

.428

.967

Other mar. status -.097(-1.124) .418

F-test
2.848***
2.503***
R'
R'=.063
R'=.056
Note. Parenthesis represent omitted category in the OLS regression analysis .
Sig. < .05*, Sig. < .01 **

associated with marital satisfaction scores among the wives ' sample. In particular, this
association is negative and means that as wives were more likely to participate in
counseling, they were more likely to have lower marital satisfaction scores.
Other marriage preparation activity variables were not found to be statistically
significant in predicting levels of marital satisfaction for both husbands and wives in the
OLS regression analyses. That is, the results show that holding other factors constant,
participating in those marriage preparation activities was not significantly associated with
current marital satisfaction among newlywed individuals. In this study, it was
hypothesized that participating in premarital preparation activities would have a positive
impact on marital satisfaction. Thus, the findings of this study patiially support
hypothesis #2.
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Research question four examines what other socio-demographic factors, or
socio-demographic factors, are associated with marital satisfaction levels among
newlywed individuals. Some of the demographic factors included in the OLS regression
analyses were statistically significant in predicting marital satisfaction for the newlywed
individuals. Table 7 shows that age was a significant factor that positively affected the
levels of marital satisfaction for newlywed wives, but not for newlywed husbands. That
is, older wives reported higher levels of marital satisfaction than did younger wives.
In this study, it shows that, holding other factors constant, bringing children into
marriage was statistically significant in predicting the levels of marital satisfaction among
newlywed individuals. It can be said that bringing children into marriage proved to have
a significant and negative impact on the levels of marital satisfaction for both newlywed
husbands and wives.
In addition, the marital status of their parents was an important predictor of the
levels of marital satisfaction for both newlywed husbands and wives. Table 7 shows that
having married parents positively influenced the levels of marital satisfaction among
newlywed individuals. More specifically, compared to wives who had married parents,
wives, who had parents whose marital status was in the other category, reported lower
levels of marital satisfaction. It is also noted that compared to husbands who had married
parents, those who had divorced parents indicated lower levels of marital satisfaction.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

Conclusions and Discussion

Activities to Prepare for Marriage
The first research question focused on what activities newly married couples in
Utah participated in to prepare for marriage. This question was also intended to ascertain
how helpful these activities were in preparation for marriage as well as to understand the
reasons individuals chose not to participate in certain preparation activities. The results
of this study showed that individuals are most likely to prepare for marriage by visiting
with their parents or relatives, visiting with other married couples, or talking with
religious leaders or clergy. All of these preparation activities involved interaction with
people that individuals knew well or with which they were religiously affiliated. This
shows that the preferences of this sample were similar to those of an adolescent sample
that reported preferring to receive marriage preparation information from personal
sources such as friends, their parents, or volunteer couples that are more familiar to them
(Silliman & Schumm, 2004).
Some individuals in this sample also read a book on marriage as well as other
written materials such as pamphlets, magazines, or news articles on marriage. Some
respondents chose to prepare for marriage by visiting a marriage website or viewing a
video or movie on marriage, but only a small percentage of respondents reported
participating in these media centered preparation activities.
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Some respondents reported participating in more formal or professionally
facilitated marriage preparation activities. For these forma l preparation activities,
approximately two thirds of wives and husbands reported attending a class of two or
more sessions. Fewer wives and husbands reported attending a one-session workshop or
lecture. Professional premarital counseling was the least utilized formal preparation
activity; a little more than one tenth of wives and husbands reported having professional
premarital counseling. Although much research has been done on the efficacy of
premarital preparation programs as well as premarital counseling (Carroll & Doherty,
2003; Schumm, Silliman, & Bell, 2000), only a small percentage of participants in this
study chose to access these types of activities as they prepared for marriage. This finding
is consistent with previous research that indicates that the majority of individuals are not
participating in premarital education programs (Doherty & Anderson, 2004; Markman et
al. , 2004).
The second part of research question one focused on how indi viduals rated the
helpfulness of each preparation activity in which they participated. For wives, the top
five activities they reported as being very helpful or helpful were ranked in the following
order: Attended a class, talked with religious leaders or clergy, attended a workshop or
lecture, had professional premarital counseling, and read a book on marriage. For these
activities, the percentage of individuals who said that they were very helpful or helpful
was very high, ranging from 74.2% to 80.1 %. The top five activities reported by
husbands as being very helpful or helpful were as fo llows: Talked with religious leaders
or clergy, read a book on marriage, talked with parents or relatives, attended a class, and
had professional premarital counse ling.
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Although wives and husbands were substantially less likely to report that they
attended a class, attended a workshop or lecture, or had premarital counseling as
compared to other activities such as visiting with parents or clergy, they were still likely
to report that classes, workshops, and counseling were very helpful in their preparation
for marriage. In fact, attending a class was considered the most helpful activity that
wives participated in for their preparation for marriage. The difference in the reported
degree of helpfulness for husbands was not as great as it was for their wives, but there
was a definite trend for both sets of survey participants to report that attending a class,
attending a workshop or lecture, or having premarital counseling was as helpful or more
helpful as more frequently participated in activities such as visiting with parents or
relatives, visiting with other married couples, or talking with clergy. It may be that these
more professionally staffed preparation activities use research based inforrnation and
focus on skill building for the couple and thus lead individuals to perceive them as more
helpful once they are in the marriage and using the skills and inforrnation.
Even though only a small percentage of individuals reported participating in
professional premarital counseling, they may have some advantage over other married
couples after they are married. Research shows that one of the ancillary benefits of
premarital counseling is that couples who participate in it are more likely to use marital
therapy and other family services for problems they encounter after they marry and are
likely to experience more positive results when they do so (Schumm et al., 2000).
According to some researchers, many couples wait to access therapy until after their
destructive patterns have taken their toll and make the relationship difficult to repair
(Snyder et a!. , I 991 ). Couples in this study who participated in premarital counseling
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may find it easier tore-access therapy or other resources when they encounter
difficulties and avoid the perpetuation of destructive patterns of other couples.
This study found that individuals considered their participation in more formal or
professionally facilitated marriage preparation activities helpful. This finding supports
previous research which has found that individuals who participate in premarital
education programs are significantly better off than their married counterparts who do not
participate in such programs (Carroll & Doherty, 2003; Markman et al., 1988)
On average, husbands were less likely than wives to indicate that they felt
marriage preparation activities were very helpful or helpful. In addition, husbands were,
overall, more likely to answer that marriage preparation activities were somewhat
helpful, not very helpful, and not at all helpful. It was also evident that activities such as
visiting marriage website(s) and viewing video/movies on marriage were most often
perceived as only somewhat helpful by both wives and husbands.
The third part of question one was to understand the reasons that individuals
chose not to participate in preparation acti vi ties. In the survey, there were five possible
reasons given for why individuals did not participate in specific preparation activities:
Didn 't think was needed; not available; took too much time; my spouse was not
interested; and I was not interested. Overall, for both husbands and wives, the main
reason they gave for not participating in preparation activities was that they did not feel it
was needed. In fact, for nearly all activities, an average of half or more of participants
indicated that they did not participate in preparation activities because they did not think
that it was needed. The next most frequently given reason for not participating in
preparation activities was, I was not interested. For most activities, on average, a quarter
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of participants indicated that they did not participate in preparation activities because
they were not interested. It may be that individuals do not think that certain preparation
activities are needed or they are not interested because they have not been educated about
the potential benefits. They may also have access to other resources that they believe are
sufficient to prepare them for marriage .
The answer, not avai lable, was the third most given answer that husbands and
wives gave for not participating in preparation activities. Some of the activities that
indi viduals were somewhat li kely to participate in because they were unavailable to them
were workshops, classes, marriage websites, and movies or videos on marriage.
Only a small percentage of indi vidua ls reported that they did not participate in
preparat ion activities because they took too much time. The activities individuals did not
participate in because they took too much time, included reading a book, attending a
c lass, or attending a workshop or lecture.
Finally, individual s reported that their spouse not being interested in preparation
activities was a very minor factor in choosing not to participate in preparation activities.
Indi vidua ls fo cused more on their own perception of necessity and desire when
considering participation in marriage preparation activities. It may also be that
individua ls are not experiencing much resistance from their partner when expressing
desires to participate in preparation activities.
These findings can be explained through the framework of the Socia l Exchange
theory. Ind ividuals who do not believe that the eventual benefit of participation
would be worth the initial cost might respond that they did not think it was necessary or
that they were not interested, meaning that th ey believe there would not be a big enough
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pay off for them. Only a small percentage of individuals did not participate in certain
activities because of the time they would have to invest. Even fewer chose not
participate because of resistance from a spouse. It seems that the greater barriers to
participation are an individual's perception of how helpful participation would be or their
lack of interest. For them, the cost is greater than the benefit. Many individuals who did
participate in preparation activities considered them to be helpful. For them the benefit
of participation was worth the cost that they may have incurred. In keeping with the
social exchange theory, it is likely that educating individuals about the potential benefits
of marriage preparation may help to decrease the perceived cost to benefit ratio and
increase the level of participation.

Marriage Preparation and
Marital Satisfaction
The second research question was to see if there were significant differences in
marital satisfaction scores for those who participated in preparation activities and those
who did not participate in such activities. The t-test results showed that there were
significant differences in marital satisfaction scores between those who did participate in
specific preparing activities and those who did not participate. For wives, there was a
positive significant difference in marital satisfaction scores for those who read a book on
marriage, attended a class, and visited with religious leaders or clergy. Husbands
experienced a significant increase in their marital satisfaction if they visited with other
married couples, visited with parents or relatives, attended a class, or talked with
re ligious leaders or clergy. For this sample, attending a class and talking with re ligious
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leaders or clergy were preparation activities that both husbands and wives seemed to
benefit from if they had participated.
These findings are consistent with earlier research that indicates that participation
in premarital preparation classes produces significant positive results (Carroll & Doherty
2003; Markman eta!. , 1988) as well as research that shows that clergy are capable of
sharing information with couples to effectively help them prepare for marriage (Stanley
et a!., 200 I). A better understanding of the patterns of participation and how
participation in specific preparation activities is related to significant differences in
marital satisfaction can help focus efforts to disseminate knowledge through highly
accessed avenues or to adjust the advertising of less frequented preparation activities.
The third research question was to see if participation in marriage preparation
activities had a significant impact on marital satisfaction scores. This study attempts to
examine the effects of premarital marriage preparation activities on marital satisfaction
for both wives and husbands. Based on the results of the regression model, when other
factors are held constant, only premarital counseling for wives had a significant
association with marital satisfaction. This association was negative, meaning that
participation in premarital counseling was associated with a decrease in marital
satisfaction. It is possible that wives who felt the need for premarital counseling were
already experiencing decreased satisfaction in their relationship and this decreased
satisfaction transferred into the marriage. Of the other nine activities analyzed, there
were no participation activities that were shown to be significantly associated with
marital satisfaction.
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Research question four was to determine what other socio-demographic fac tors,
other than marriage preparation activities, are associated with marital satisfaction among
newlyweds in Utah. The results of this survey indicated that bringing children into
marriage proved to have a significant and negative impact on the levels of marital
sati sfaction for both newlywed husbands and wives. It is common for couples to
experience difficult adjustments to marriage. It is likely that the added stress of raising
children may make the marriage adjustment more difficult and result in decreased marital
satisfaction.
In addi tion , the marital status of their parents was an important predi ctor of the
levels of marital satisfaction for both newlywed husbands and wives. Thi s study showed
that having married parents positively influenced the levels of marital satisfaction among
newlywed individual s. More specifically, compared to wives who had married parents,
wives, who had parents whose marital status was in the other category, reported lower
levels of marital satisfaction. It is also noted that compared to husbands who had married
parents, those who had divorced parents indi cated lower levels of marital satisfaction. It
may be that for women, having parents that are currently married gives them the role
model and confidence that they need to maintain their own higher levels of marital
sati sfaction. On the other hand, men who have divorced parents may have fears or doubt
that they can make a marriage work, and this may lead to decreased satisfaction.
In this study, age was a significant factor that positively affected the levels of
marital satisfaction only for newlywed wives, but not for newlywed husbands. That is,
older wives reported higher level s of marital satisfaction than did younger wives among
the wives' sampl e. It may be that women who are older have had more life experience,
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education, or self-confidence that allows them to better navigate difficulties in marriage
and experience higher levels of marital satisfaction.

Limitations

Any conclusions drawn from the results of this study must be interpreted and used
with an understanding of the limitations of the sample and research design. One of the
main limitations of this study is that it was only conducted in one state. It may be that
there are unique qualities in the demographic makeup of the respondents of this survey
that would make it difficult to generalize the findings of this study to popul ations that
differ demographically from this sample.
An additional limitation of this study concerns th e measure that was used to
co ll ect information about the acti vities individuals participated in to prepare for marriage.
The respondents were not provi ded with defi nitions or explanations of the bounds of each
given preparation activity. Indi viduals responding to this portion of the survey may have
reported participation in activities that, in definition, varied greatly from the intended
interpretation of the activity. In addition, no measure was inc luded to collect infonnation
about the structure, content, or time spent in each activity. It was not the express
intention of this study to interpret these dynamics. These additional features would add
depth to our understanding of premarriage education, and may be an important feature to
include in future research of thi s nature.
A further limitation of the study was that it was a self-report survey. This made it
difficult to monitor individuals as they parti cipated in the survey. It was intended and
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requested that individuals keep their answers confidential from their partners, but this
may not have happened. The possibility that a spouse may have seen their spouse's
answers may have influenced participants to answer questions differently than if that
possibi lity was not there. It may also be that because this is a retrospective study,
individuals may not have accurately reported their involvement in preparation activities
because of the passage of time.

Implications

One purpose of this study was to determine what preparation activities individuals
participate in as they prepare for marriage. The findings of this study show that the
majority of individuals prepare for marriage by talking with their parents and clergy. If
these avenues of preparation are common and preferred sources of information and
advice, it would follow that providing parents and clergy with information as we ll as
connections to additional appropriate resources would increase the chances that
individuals will get useful information and help as they prepare for marriage. If
individuals are not going to seek out and attend preparation activities with research-based
content, then efforts need to be made to increase access to proven effective methods
through avenues that individuals are presently pursuing.
This study showed that individuals who participated in a class, workshop, or
premarital counseling perceived these activities as helpful in their preparation for
marriage. However, only a small percentage of married individuals reported that they
participated in these preparation activities. One recommendation stemm ing from these
findings would be to improve the education about the benefits of more forma l marriage
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preparation. Educating individuals about the real possibility of improving marital
sati sfaction and protecting their marriage from divorce through education may be the
motivation they need to invest the time and poss ible expense to access premarital
education. In addition, many individuals reported that these formal preparation activities
were not available to them. It is likely that these resources are available, but individuals
do not know where to find them. Thus, it would be important to educate individuals
about the availability of marriage preparation resources. Improvements could be made to
the marketing of classes and available resources.
One aim of this study was to discover what factors affected marital satisfaction.
Evidence from this study indicates that wives and husbands who bring children into
marriage and husbands whose parents were divorced experience a significant decrease in
marital satisfaction. Based on the findings of thi s research, it would be beneficial to
provide prevention and intervention based education and resources to individuals who are
bringing children into their marriage. Understanding the impact of adding a spouse to the
already present union of parent and child could help couples to navigate potential
difficulties with better success. In addition, providing resources to individuals whose
parents are divorced would help them to resolve concerns they may have about making
marriage successful as well as provide them with the education and skills to increase their
own chances of being successful.
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First Cover Letter
Dear Newlyweds,

September 6, 2002

Congratulations on your marriage. We hope you find a lifetime of joy in your new journey
together. The success of your marriage is also important to our state and society. Perhaps now
more than ever, successfu l marriages are recognized as being critically important to the health of
our society.
The Utah Governor's Commission on Marriage in partnership with Utah State University is
conducting a study to learn more about the first year of married life. We received your name
when you filled out the marriage survey included in the marriage video. You have been selected
to participate in this research by completing a survey on preparation for marriage, including
questions regarding the recent marriage video, "Marriage News You Can Use", and the new
marriage web site www.UtahMarriage.org. In addition, we are interested in the adjustments you
may have had to make in your lives, and how these changes relate to your marital happiness. It is
important that we hear back from you, no matter the experiences you have had. The information
you contribute will help us provide better preparation to people getting married in the future.
Your participation in this process will play an essential role.
There are minimal risks from participating in a study such as this. You may find it even provides
for some useful discussion with your spouse. We have included a two-dollar bill to thank you in
advance for taking the time to fill out the survey. Invol vement in this research project is strictly
voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw at any time. All of your responses are, and
will remain confidential. There will be no reference to your identity at any point in the research.
The survey # at the top of your survey will be used to track who has turned in their surveys and
will not be used to identify you personally. Return of this survey implies consent to participation
in this research. Please DO NOT put your names on the survey.
This survey takes 15-20 minutes to complete. Please complete the surveys separately, without
consulting with each other. After completing the surveys, you are welcome to discuss them
together, but please don't change your original answers. When you have completed all of the
sections of the survey, please return them in the self-addressed stamped envelope provided.
If you have any questions regarding this study, you may contact us at the numbers listed below.
Additionally, if you have questions regarding your rights as a participant in this research study,
you may contact the USU Institutional Review Board office at 435-797- I 821. Thank you for your
participation and yo ur personal contribution to strengthening the future of marriage in Utah.

Thomas R. Lee Ph.D.
Project Director
Utah State University
(435) 797-1551

David G. Schramm
Researcher
Utah State University
(435) 797-I542

Fay Belnap
Researcher
Utah State University
(435) 797-1542
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First Reminder Postcard

Dear Newlyweds,

September 20, 2002

A week ago we mailed you a marriage survey and our records indicate that we have not
received your survey back yet. We would like to remind you, if you have not done so
already, to take a few minutes now to complete the survey. If you have completed the
survey and mailed it in, please accept our thanks. We appreciate your help in
understanding how we can strengthen marriages in Utah . Thank you for your
part icipation.
Sincerely,
Thomas R. Lee, Ph.D., Project Director
David G. Schramm, Researcher
Fay Belnap, Researcher
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Second Cover Letter
October 23, 2002
Dear Newlyweds,
Rece ntly you should have received a marriage survey from the Utah Governor's Commission on Marriage
in co njunction with Utah State University regardin g your preparation for and adjustment to marriage. Our
reco rds indi cate that we have not received your survey yet. If you have already completed our survey and
have ma il ed it in, please accept our thanks and do not return this survey. In the case that you may not have
received our su rvey in the initial mai ling or have mi splaced your ori ginal survey, we are including an
ide nti cal survey w ith this letter for your convenience. Your response is va luable to us, and we wou ld like to
inc lu de your responses in our study. We would appreciate your prompt reply and have provided a selfaddressed postage paid envelope. Thank you fo r your cooperation.
We initiall y received your name when you filled out the marriage survey included in th e marriage video
"Marriage News You Can Use". You have been selected to participate in th is current research by
completing the survey provided wh ich addresses your preparation for marriage, includ ing questio ns
regard ing the recent marriage video and the new marriage web site www.UtahMarriage.org. In addition,
we are interested in the adjustments you may have had to make in your lives, and how these changes re late
to you r marita l happiness. It is importan t that we hear back fro m you, no matter the experiences yo u have
had. Th e infonnation you contribute w ill he lp us provide better preparation to people getting married in the
future. Your partic ipatio n in thi s process wi ll play an esse ntial role.
The re are minimal risks fro m participating in a study such as thi s. You may find it even provides for so me
useful di sc ussio n with your spouse. In vo lvement in thi s research project is strictly vo luntary. You may
refuse to pa rti c ipate or withdraw at any time. All of your responses are, and will remain confiden tial.
The re w ill be no reference to your identi ty at any po int in the research. The survey# at the top of your
survey will be used to track who has turned in the ir surveys and wi ll not be used to identify yo u personally.
Retu rn of this survey implies co nsent to participation in this research. Please DO NOT put your names on
the s urvey.
This survey tak es 15-20 minu tes to complete. Please co mpl ete the surveys separatel y, wit hout consulting
w ith each othe r. Afte r completing the surveys, you are we lcome to discuss them together, but please don ' t
cha nge yo ur o riginal answers. When yo u have co mpl eted all of the sections of the survey, please return
them in the self-addressed stamped enve lope pro vided. We enco urage you as a coup le to take a few
mi nu tes now to complete the survey.
If yo u have any questions regardin g this study, yo u may con tac t Thomas R Lee PhD. at (435) 797-1551.
Addi tionall y, if you have question s regard in g yo ur ri g hts as a participant in thi s resea rch study, you may
contac t th e USU Institutional Revi ew Board office at (435)-797-1821. Thank you for your partic ipat ion and
yo ur perso nal contribution to stren gth enin g the fuh1re of marriage in Utah.
Sincerely,
Thomas R. Lee PhD ., Project Director
David G. Schramm, Researc her
Fay Be lnap, Researcher
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Second Reminder Postcard
Dear Newlyweds,

October 15, 2002

A few weeks ago we mailed you a marriage survey and our records indicate that we have
not received your survey back yet. We would like to remind you, if you have not done so
already, to take a few minutes now to complete the survey. If you have completed the
survey and mailed it in, please accept our thanks. We appreciate your help in
understanding how we can strengthen marriages in Utah. Thank you for your
participation.
Sincerely,
Thomas R. Lee, PhD. , Project Director
David G. Schramm, Researcher
Fay Belnap, Researcher
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Survey# _ _

The Utah Governor's Commission oo Marriow: in ....,..mip with Utah Stile Uniw:nity i3 i-.....1 in
roceiving teedbock about your fust IDOillbs of lllliRiase. wi1h hopes thot"" con COIIIinuolly-mar:iagcs in Utah. Your ~ i3 criticol in fUrlbcriog Ibis vital goal. Please_,_ oo tbe scdioo below
fO&<tber md
tbe lmsbaDd md wife tixms seporaldy. ,_.do 110t potty..,....,... oa oar of
lite Rrveys. R=ber, all n:spooses on: c:oolidcotiaL Thmlt you.

then"""""'*

few--

A. TIUo ---.-.a~----·-ple.
~~-or wife.
a

If_.,..,....,--,....,.

u ... boCHipkted
byco.oplde it <ecedler.

Plcaeilodicate ..... il ........... lloio-oftltesunr-OH.-.J

OW"tfi:

OBodl

I. Husbomd:

Age:_

NIDDborofi!Jis"'"""""'O 1st

02Dd

03nlormo«

2. W"di::

Age:_

NIDDber ofi!Jis IDOiriage: 0 1st

0 2nd

0 3nlor mo<e

3. Did you<>< your spouse bring childrm iuro tbe morriage wi1h you? 0 No
3a. lfyes,bowllllllly701

02

0 Yes

03orJDOie

4. About bow loog did you dao:o prior ID becoming engogod?

G-3 IDOillbs J.61110l11hs 1>-12 IIIOlllhs
0
0
0
S. Howloogwasyour_.,.,..,a
G-3 IIIOlllhs J.61110l11hs 1>-12 moatbs
0
0
0

121110111bs 0<""""
0

Did DOt get engaged

121110111bs or more
0

Did DOt get engaged
0

0

6. Dole of marriage: _ _ _ _ _ _ (Mootb/Doii1Yea.)
7. Did you cohabit (li"" toa<tberl priorro marriage?

8. Wben: _ , you married?
County Cledt's officci.Justice oftbe Peoce cbambers
Churcb, Syoagogue, Mosque
LOS Temple
Other facility (cowmy club, rocq>bon COlder, etc.)
0 Odtcr: _ _ _ _ __

0
0
0
0

0 No

0 Yes
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Surwyfl._
- -

WIFE'S SURVEY

your-

is just fi><!!i!g. Husboads c:ompleoc 1be blue Husbood Son<y tiJmL Please c:omplere
seporol<ly. Wbeo""' ... -.please ploce ir (aloag with l b e - lixm mel lbe
,.,..~
!3llllillllill_ _ ,..,....
_
_ ... Pleaoc
_ _........,.,..lhot
(_ _ ...............
,
b
l u e -...
Sano:y
Farm) in _
lbe ~
cmdopc
pmoided.
oil of

B. This -

Yidoo

I. Utoh
is lbe &at-10 poodaoe a -ace
10 be &edy -~~~-,wbelllbey
opplyfi>ca..nageticalse.
Do,...lioellbe..nageridooJOU...,.;...t
_ __ _

Yidoo_..,,..

[]

[] Did-....ne a
--"""~
R.eai-' a video bul did""' WOII:h it
[]Very bdp&l 0 - hdpfid 0 Not ""'l' bdplbl
0 Nat• oil helptbl
2-Howsooa-~lbevidoodid,... - i t ?
o~~onaa•t w•be•lir,..

OWdbiDooe-

CA&rl-Jwa:b

DAkai!IODih

OBetweeal-2-

...mao

3. Ulllh- I<Callly ...-Ia
wobsileclosiped 10 bdppcople- ~ma<riatlos
<www UghMII'riMe..or&) Do J011 fi:d 1bc web site is ..•
OHonaa."t"risill:dlbe ..... sitc DVeryusefid
0-osdUI

. . . . . . .....--.. --.. . . -----Ud
ONotoayoodill

DNat•oll...mi

_ _ _ it _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ ,

4. Didyou-lll)'fi:Jrmoledacolioailtbigllsclx>ollbotaddn:slod..nage?
DYes
0 No

Haw:,.,..

__ . _

S.
......ned in lilY bmol clasoes iaaii:CIDcalotbool «c:ollqp: lhot - o o tlllllri-qe?
0 Did""''""""' c:ollqp:
0 No
0 Yes
6.Did _ _ _ lypesof-ace_.;oa~(tdiJjoos..,.,..._,;ty.....)
ONo
0 Yes·

..,._....,._ ......... ,_._......
(dledr_tt.x,.. ......).
7.

.

_...

Fairly_.,._,..

o..nn.lootilt&-.aoias iato lbe . .o. .__
.?
o v..,.-u_.... 0 prqlORddo ,...&c~,...o _.......,..
_..,

,_How libly is irlbot:rw-.............! pr<mlrilalalocalioaiD -......,.t""''JIcs?
0 Dofiailolywoold

0 1'1-..y-

0 1'1-..,......W...

0 Oofiaioolywoold ...

a""''JIcs•,.,......,or...-.?
o v..,.-.- c _ . _ _ o - . . - o v . , . -

9. How .___,..._ilt.....,.alimslmclosiped

10. Al-..,. poiDt do yoalioellbot !DmioF- -.lei MOST LIKELY bcuefityou?
0 Priortodaliaa 0 Doriaadllias []
0 1-li--inlolbeaiSiri>F
06-12 _ . . ...... . . . . , .

o..n.a-

II. - d o ,_lioelobooadle i d e a o f a - - c f b t i D p~UGMB....,;q.smd redlx%
di>o<a:s? Do you 1biDk this -.ld be a 0 Vaypldilloa
0 Good0 Not-.
Dllodidoa
0 Vaybodidea
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12. nil H:.:l Jedioll asks abMt odter daiiiCI yoa .ay llan dov to prepare Cor ...m:.,e.

For esdl act:mty tltat yo. participated. please race its ltdpC.laess to yH ill PftPU'l-c: yoa. fOr .arriage. aad
~Dark. Noe Applicable (NIA) (or actiritia t. wllida JOII did .ut puticipate. 1'Ma. for ad .ac:tivity t.Ua yo•
aaarbd "No t Applicable'" (N'/A). please . .rk dte MAJOR ras011riy you DID NOT participare i• die
lldivity. Ilt.Mre are odter ~ ytHI ..ay l&ave 110t participated ia u activky9 please leave yo•r c:oauneab

...... _pnMded _ _

doe_

- r o r ... I'1U'tldpotiag
(ck:k ...,

Aclirity

t}J/

1'/11;1/tli!J/~ ~~1}1/(1/J

Read a book on~

o,

0.

[J,

[J,

Pn>liossioool.....,.;tal

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

Talla:d with religious

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

V..mlwitltalbcrcouploo
V..n.dwitlt

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

Rood ..........
m.pz:iocs. news lftides

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

o,

0.

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

0.

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

0.

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

o.
o.
o.
o.

0.

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

o.

0.

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

o.

0.

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,
[J,

o.
o.

0.

0.

0.

[J,

[J,

........

Viewed videoslmovies Dll

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

o.
o.
o.
o.
o.
o.
o.

0.

[J,

0.

o,

[Took a doss (2 or""""

........

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

o.

0.

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

o.

Worbbop/1oclure
(! .......,

[J,

0.

[J,

[J,

o.

0.

o.

0.

[J,

[J,

o.

~

leodon/elaJy

rv-..... -w.(s

-

............

If you have additional comments rogonling why you DID NOT participate In these oc o<bcr marriage
educa!lon activities, please provide them II=: - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

13. How satisfied an: you with
I Your...,.,..,..?
14. How satisfied an: you with
I your husband as a soouse?
IS. How satisfied are you with
your relationship with your
husbond?

.........,.
....... v...,
0

0

-·

v.., .............
.........
............ ...........
....... ...... -...r

use dte fellowiag scale to uswer tbe dtree qaestioas below

dllcdr. o.e Ms va

0

0

EstR...ely

0

0

D

0

0

0

D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

D

D

0
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Most couples bave clisag:reemeats iD their rd.atioasb:ips. Please illdicate bdow tlae approdaute exteot
of agreemcot or clisag:reemmt betwcea you aad yoar spoase for each item oo the followiac list (cbeck
ODe bOI

per qiHStioll).
Always

Almost

A-

AI~

A&=.,.,.......,.,.......,.,......

Oc:c:asiooally

A&=

Frequeody

Almost Always

Always

16. Religious matters .... . .. ... ... ... 0 ....... ...... 0 ............. 0 .............0 .. ............0 .... ...... .. 0
17. Demonstration of.. ............. 0 ............ .0 ......... ... 0 .............0 ... .... .. ..... 0 ........ .... 0
affection

\8. Making major decisions ..... ......0 .............. 0 ............. 0 ........... ..0 .......... .... 0 ............ 0
19. Sex relatioos. ..................... ... O .......... ... 0 .......... ... 0 .. ...... .....0 ..............0 ... .... .... .0
20. Cooventionality .......... .. ......... O ....... ....... O ........... .. D. .. ..... .....O ....... ... ....O .. .......... O
(Correct or proper behavior)

2 I. Car= decisions ................ .... 0 .. .. .. ........ 0 ....... ...... 0 ...

22.. How often do you discuss or have you
considered diYOf'CC. scpanWon. or terminating your

relationshiD?
23. How often do you and your partner quarTel?
24. Do you ever ..gru dlat you are nwried?
25. How otb:n do you and your mate ..get on CKb

......0 ......... .....0 ............ 0

AU ...
ti...

Moot of

........

Moreoftee
douoot

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

~

Ranly

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

othen nerves~

26. Do you and your mate engage in outside interests together? (check one box)

"""""

Everyday

Everyday

Occasionally

Rarely

Never

0

0

0

0

0

How often would you say the followiag eveats occur betweea you aad your mate'! (dMck oae box per
quatioa)

··-......... ··-

27. Have a stimulating exchange of ideas
Less than
once a month

Once or twice
a month

Once or twice

0

0

Onceortwn

Once or twice

0

0

Once or twice

Once or tw1ce

0

0

0

.....
__............_.

28. Work rogether on a project
Ne-

0

..........
.._.
0

29. Calmly discuss something
N._

0

0

·-'

. ....
~

Once a day

0

once a day

0

Once a day

. ....
.

0

0

~

Once• day

0

once a day

0

~-

once a day

Tbe followiug questioas perta.ia to the fint FEW MONTHS of your maf"riace. (dtec:lr. eee bo:.: per
30. Which of the foUowing best describes your transition to marriage'?
Very Smooth
Fairly Smooth
Fairly Difficult
Very Difficult

0

0

0

0

31. Would you say the fir.il FEW MONJHS of your marriage was ..
Much better
Better than
About what
More diffkult
!han I expected
I expected
I expected
!han I expected

0

0

0

0

Much more difficult
than I expected

0

Never
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32. The foUowing an: ..,.!bat migbr be problemalic during tbe early years of mmiage. On a scale
from I 1e 9, please iDdicate foe eoch itan tbe bigbest levd it is or Ips eyq been pn>bl<=tic within
your _,;age. (Cin:lc I iftbe item bas....,.. beeu problcmalicorcbect !lA if it is 001 applicable;
ooly cin:le ooc number per item~
Not problomotic

"-ll>loilcioi;ioi>alwl...i.mop
b. Billhc:on~rol
C:CoaolaDi:~<:
d. C.....

...o:. ' I . .
0

I

,Ji ..... ..

di.Wdi:~

t~~fo.....

t=-.~~~
.,'diiidn;,j'_. ·•c-·· ·•·•· • ..
i.

~

o.

(o..Laws

........... ........

p. ~ clfilioiBiiliill<mcib .
@......,;;.;~~.::' '·''

~~~. ~ s. Penonalitydiffamccs

l

:4:

3

4

2 ..

:.3 ·.

2

d2.~~ -

e. Commilmcnt to your marriage

2
2

I
I
I

2

4

...

2

3
_J
-3

:z

1J

.t

2

..]'

0

I

2

3

4
4
4
~-

4

NA.

s

4

.2
0
: ·.0 ..
0

6~07~
6
1
a 9
·s .-6 · ·. ·1 a· t
s 6 1 a 9

s

..

s· •· i6 . ·1·

~

·~

5 ..
5
5

6 ' ...: 1·

a.

I

a

9
9
9

·s·

.6 . 7•·

;I

9·

5

6

I

9

6

7

6
7

~
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HereareSOIBC fio:al qtalioas aboetyaa (chcct.oneboxperquestion).

33. Whicll of the fuUowing racial groupsbcstdesaibc:s you?
American Indian
Bleck or
K'apanic or
As- African American
Llano

or Alasb. Native

0

0

White.
non-Hispanic
0

0

Pacific lslandc<

0

0

Other (!>be specify) _ _ _ _ __

Multiracial

0

34. What is yourbigbest Jeoiel ofcducalioo?
0 Associale's des=

0 Some high sdlool
0 High scboo! graduate
0 Tedmical sdlooVcenificare
0 Some college

0 Bacbelor's des=
0 Higlw:rlbmbacbelor'sdegree

JS. Approximatdy bow much CODSlll1ICI" debt (NOT iDcluding a bouse mortpge) did YOU CDICr the
marriage with?

0

o

0 Und..-Sl.OOO
Between S20.ooo.sso.ooo

0

Nooe

~Sl.OOO.SS.OOO

0 BctwccuSS.OOO.S20.000

o o- sso.ooo

3Sa. If you broughldcbt inlo the marriage, wbol was thesoun:e(s)? (cbcdt all lbolapply)
0 Medical bills 0 Ct<dit can! 0 Auto loon 0 School loan

Othes--~-u==specify==
·~)~-36. What is your pareats• cum:nt marital status?

0 Single and never Dl8lri<d
0 Married, first marriage
0 Remarried

0 Oivor<cd
0 Widowed
0 Other

37. Please indicarc your present religious afliliation
0 Buddhist
0 Jewish
0 Catbofic
0 Laa.r-<lay Saint

0 EvmgelicaiChristiao
0 Hindu

0 Islamic

0 "'-t
0 No funnal religious aflilialion

0 Othes(pbespecify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

38. Would you cousidcr yourself.. .
Very Religious

0

Fairly Religious

0

SomcwbOl Rdigious
0

Slightly Religious

0

.._......---hope. --

Not • all Religious

0

If )IOU woe1ct fib to receiw. a s.mrury of rcsulls &am this .swvey lad be included m similar surveys in the fulure
~ """"1 2-3 yoors). pleosc ftU out tho cord thor was iocladod ;. tho .,.vo~opo ood moil it ;. - l y !rom
tbissuovey. W"nll ,.,...bdp ..
onorriop .. U1oh ood

beyond_

88
S.ney#_ _

HUSBAND'S SURVEY
B. This Ol:dioo is just !O<l!!!!!!!!!!!l- Wi"V<Scompleu: die yellow Wtfe's Survey f<>mL Please complete
y o u r - seporalely. When you . . finished, please place it (along with die~ funn and die
yellow W"tfe's Survey Fonn) in die~ =-lope provided. Please . . . - t h a t aU of
youraDSMBae~

!""-de_,.,..... __

doe..,.,.. (......

..,..,.,..quoodool

l. Utah is die first- to produce a IDIIrriage video to be freely disttibuted 10 aewi)"N<ds wheo d!ey
apply 10< a IDIIrriage licoose. Do you t<el die marriage video you received was ..•
0 Did oot m:eive a video (plaso skip 1ho ...,_.,.) 0 R<a:iw:d a video but did oot wan:h it

0 Very helpful

0 Somewbatbelpful

0 Not very belpful

0 Nouull belpful

2. How SOOilaft<t IOCOiving die video did you watch it'?
O&.en't...o:bedityet

OWithiDonewoet

0Aflo<2-3woelcs

aAJ~o<amonth

0 Bctw.en 1·211101llhs
J . Utah bas r<eetllly cmoled a IDIIrriage web si~ desigDed to belp people ba1le happier marriages.
Cwww UtaiJMarriagr.,orx> Do you feel tbe "Web site is . . .
O&.en'tvisil..tdlewebsite OVeryuseful
OSomewbaluseful
0 Not very useful
0 Not ar aU useful
The~..--r.,.;.r....mo..-t ~ preparatioayoa
aad ....... beaeficial it..,. llave bee&. (ck:dl. OM boX per q.adM)

-r h•• kad

4. Did you bave any lixmaleducatioo in bi&h sdJoolthat addressed marriage?
0 No
DYes

S. llPe you carolled in any !ixmal classes in a teclmi<:al school or college that focused on marriage?
0 Did oot alll:l'oi college
0 No
0 Yes
6. Did you takeOibertypesofnuorriage preparatioo ~? (tdigious, COIIltDUIIity, etc.)
0 No
DYes

The--.: ...................
,. yHr.....,..._-' a-.. -anls oaarriage edacatioo
qMSCiMI:).
(died . . boa pel'

7. Overall. looting la:k. bow propor<d do you l<d you wac aoing into die IDIIriage?
a VoryweU_..t

0 Futy...U_..t

a. How likdy is it that you would 0 O.fioioely ....Jd

0 Ptobobly woold

0 _....,....

0 Notwell_..t

pmnarital educalioo 10 -engaged couples?
0 Ptobobly -ld ,.. 0 Oofioitely would not

9. How iab:n:sted are you oow in taking a hulm desiped 10< cooples a1 your slaF of manioge?
0 VeryU--.1 0 SomewbM-..o.d 0 - - 0 V o r y 10. At wbat 011e poiDI do you t<ellbat marriatle educalioo would MOST LlKEL Y benefit you?
0 Prior to dotia& D Duria& doling 0 Duria& . . _ . ,
0 I~ .-hs imn the owriage

0

6-12 ................. _.....

II . How do you l<d about lbe idea of a -.wide educasioool effort 10 promote marriages mel reduce
divoo:es? Do you tbinl< this would be • •.
a Verygoad0 Good0 Notsuro
0Bod0 Vorybod-
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12. Tllis Hrt lediOII aks abCHit otJter Diap yoa ID8J' laave doH to prepare for aarfiace.
For eac1t KCMty tMt yo• participa~ please rate its IM:Iphlaess to yu m prepa.rillc yow Cor
u d
auk Not ApDficable (N/A) for actmdes i.. wllidl yet~ dW ..c. r-rticipate.. n.e.., For ead activity tiLat yo•
marked ..Not Applicable" (N/A). please •ull tile MAJOR reao• wily JCMI Dm NOT partidpa&e i• tile
activity. If drten are odaer reasou yoa aay llave Ht participated ia u activity. please lave y011r commeats

••f"riqe.

ill lk""""' pnmded .,._ lk .......

~Ill
~7/!tllth~
~~1}1/111
t<ij
t<ij:.:
'II
/,.! IIlli
.!
o.

ProfOssiaoW pmaorital

""""'"'""

Talked with rdigK>us

'<if

:,fj"<

:lj

AdiYity
Read a book OD marriage.

[],

[],

o.

0.

[],

[],

o.

0.

[],

[],

o.
o.
o.

o.

0.

o.

0.

[],

0.

o.

0.

0.

[],

[],

o.

0.

0.

[],

0.

0.

[],

0.

~/

of.

[],

0.

lcodon/dagy

y-- lii8TioF--.c•

0.

0.

[],

0.

o.

0.

0.

0.

0.

[],

V"llitod-- morricd
<OUples

0.

0.

[],

[],

o.

0.

0.

0.

0.

[],

Visilodwitb
pueaiS/rda<ivcs

[],

0.

[],

0.

o.

0.

0.

0.

[],

[],

o.

[],

[],

o.
o.

Rood,....news
.....

0.

0.

[],

o.

0.

0.

0.

0.

magazines.
.UCics
Viewed. videos/movies Gil

[],

0.

[],

0.

o.

0.

0.

0.

o.

[],

Toot a class (2 or more

o.

0.

[],

0.

o.

0.

0.

0.

[],

[],

o.

W ootshoplloc:o.o
(I-)

[],

0.

[],

0.

o.

0.

0.

0.

[],

[],

o.

.......,.

-

If you bave additiooal oomments n:garding why you DID NOT participole in these or Olher marriage
education activities. please provide them

here:-- -- -- - - - -- - - - - - -

,_..,.

v..., ..........
..........
........
0
0

..........
..............

V«r
...........
0

0

Use dte followia.11 seale to aaswer tbe three a•estioas below (dteck.,.. box per q.estiM).

13. How satisfied are you with
lOUf maniago?
14. How satisfied are you with
_19ur husband as a spouse?
15. How satisfied are you with
your rclmionship with your
husband?

.......
0

Mb<d

0

0

[.rtn.ely

DiaaliiRed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Most couples have disagreealcats iD their rdatioubips.. Please indicate below tt.e approU.ate exteat
of •CJ'ftUient or disagreematt between you aad yoar spoase for eacb. item oa tile followiac list (cbedl.
OM boi

per qaatiGII).

A- A- A-

Almost Always Occasionally

AJways

Frequendy

Almost AJonys

Always

rnsag,..
rnsag,..
o;,pee
16. Religious matters ...•. .•.•.••.... 0 ............. 0 ........... ..0 .... ... ......0 .......... ....0 .... .... .... 0
17. DemOnstration of ................ 0 ...... .. .....0 . ............0 ............ 0 ...... ........ 0 ......... ... 0
affection

18. Making major decisions ....... ....0 ....... .. ... .. 0 ........ .... .0............0 ........ .... - 0 .... ........ 0
19. Sex relations. ......... .. ........... .. O ............. 0 ......... ... 0 ......... .... 0 .. .. .. .... ....0 ... .. ....... 0
20. Cooventionality ............ ......... O ... ...... ..... O
...... 0 ...... ... .... 0 .... .. ........0 ........ .... 0
(Correct or proper behavior)

- --

21 . Car= decisions ...... .. ............0 ....... .... ...0 ......... .. .. 0 .. ..... ... .. 0 .............. 0 .... ...... . 0

22. How often do you discuss or have you
considerul divorce. separation. or ~aminating your
relationshio?
23. How often do you and your partner quarrel?
24. Do you ever .-cgm that you are married?

25. How oft:m do you and your nwe "'get on CIICh
othen oen.-cs"?

All ...

Moot of
... d ...

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Oc<oAouly

Rarely

Never

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Ma~-

26. Do you and your mate engage in outside interests togechcr? (cfleck one box)

.....,_

E,..,...y

E...,....

Oocos'-'ly

"""'ly

Nne>-

0

0

0

0

0

How oftea WCKild you say the followiag eveats oec:ur betweea you aad your ID:ate'! (deck CMte: box per
qaatiotl)

27. Have a stimulating exchange: of ideas
Never

Less dian
onc:eamootb

0

Once or twice

Once or twice

amonlh

a\Wdr.

Onc:eadlly

0

0

0

,,_,

Once or-twice

0

0

0

""' .....
_.,_,

28. Work together on a project
N._

Qrnc:e

0

0

or twice

29. Calmly discuss something
No...-

·-)
0

_,,_,
""'"""'

,,_,twice

Once

0

Of"

··-

Ona~day

0

.... ....

once a day

0

0

M.,.. .....

Qncc()("t\lrice

0

Mtn than
ooc:caday

0

One< ....,.

once a dly

0

0

ne followiag qaestioas pertaia to tlte tint FEW MONTHS of your marriage. (cbc:tk .-box per

.30. Which of tbc following best describes your transition to maniage'?
Very Smooth
Fairly Smooth
Fairly Difficult
Very Difficult

0

0

0

0

31. Would you say the lint FEW MONTHS of your marriage was
Much better

Better than

About what

than I expcc!ed

I expcciOd

I expcciOd

Moo: difficult
than I eapected

Much more diffku.lt
than I expected

0

0

0

0

0
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32. The rotlowing..., .... thai might be problcmalic dwing tbe ..ty,... of marriage. On • ocalc
liom 110 '· please iadicabo for eocb item tbe mgbest left! it;. or bas ever m probkmabc wilhin
your marriage. (Cildcliftbe io::m bas..,_ ba:u problemali<:orcbect. NAif it is not applicable;
oaly circle one number per io::m~
Not pro/JI<JfiOiic

ao:Biiloiio;a8j0b.o.t.......
b. BU1b comrol

' I .·. 2 . ..:J
I
2
J
:. o..:.': [ 2 .. 'J
_0 .

c.c..,;.,;,r~ ::
d. C......

~ -=-!.....~
e. ~~soyour~

t·'G~·~~.-·

-

~~~~

·-.~~ --:~<:<·'''.(·

i. llioa- .......x.a.J

. ·.o. ·.

0

I

: .Q: · :·. 1·
0

•.o.:

I

t

·:o
0

3

. .2·

l

2
2

3
·. J
.J

i

0
..

2

.F

:z·

I

2

: ~:

4

,t.
4

:·: ~

4
4

C':j. .::'§.:,
4
J

S
S

Y"'J'~

': 6c ·. 7 '·: i'''>.9,
6
7
I
9

r • ·•f ·. 7 .·. a· · ,.s 6 7 I 9

.$ ···6 ·

s
s

6

·$:

.lie·.

.s·
s

6

cl .

•

7

I
·1 .
I

6: . :·'t.

6

9

..

9
9
9

_,.. , :a ,.,
7

I

9

· s·. : '"' -·r :: 1 · .•. 9' ....
0123456719

.' ~ - · ·. ..-. . 2 . ; J <····40··

. . . r ·t ...: . t :;} .:-· .~ -

-'0 •.,. 1 : '2 • .. :·$:''·-~•L ·•-~---.·~:. ,j •

r :· ~

NA

:: ._

-.:L..' ?·'·:
.: ... ::

....:..
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33. Whicb oflbe li>Oowing racial groups besl describes you?
A.mcricm fDdian
Black or
Wapanic or
Alosb Nabw:
!Uion
Amcan Amubn
Lotino

ot

0

0

0

0

PKific Islander

0

White,

non-Hisponic

Multiracial

0

0

34. What is your higbcst level of educalioo?

0

0 Some high school
0 lligh school paduale
0 Tecbnical scbooVoertific:au:
0 Some a>llege

~··degree

· lban
· degree
0 Higb:r
bocbei<X•s degree

JS. 1\pproximmly bow mud! c:oosun><r debt (NOT iDcluding a bouse IDO<Ipge) did YOU eruor lbe
marriage with?

0 Nooe
0 Uador SI.OOO
0 8ctw<eo SI.000.$;.000
0 Betw<en s;.OOO.S20.000
0 $20.000-SSO.OOO
0 o- SSO.OOO
3Sa. If you brought debt iDio lbe IDIIDiage. wbat -!be soun:e(s)? (cbcd< all tba< apply)
0 Medical bills 0 C..Wt card 0 AUio loon 0 Scboolloan

Otber_,_==-=_.=
·r,:>)- 36. What is )"'Ur pareets• C1D'relll marital stldUS?
0 Single and ,.,.. married
0 Oivorted
0 Married. first marriage
0 W"odowed
0 Remarried
0 Other
37. Please indic:ak your.,..._ religious affiliation

0 Buddhist
0 Calbolic

0 Jewish
0 u--<~ay Saint

0 Evangelica!Ciuistian
0 Hindu

0

0

1s1enic

38. Woold you coosid<r yourself ...
VeryRdigious
FairlyRdigious

0

~

0 No fi>nnal religious affiJialion
OOtber-..,.ar,J _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SomcwbotRdigious

Sligbtlyltdigioos

0

0

0

Not•aURdigious
0

If )IOU would like to teeeiYC. suauury of results &om this survey ad be indudcd ia simil.- suneys in the future
(perboops C""'J' 2-3 --~ pleose fiU out doc card dlot wos iocludod in doc eavdope ond nWI it m - l y from
dris--.y. w-aywrloolpin~llodoo<.....,.._bopo.,llodoo<""'"=fil...nq..au.ond
IJoyoool.

Tlwalt yo. hr yoar paniciptioL Plase place

!be,.,...,. ;, ... preaddnssed eoYelope ud aWl it in.
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Appendix C
Utah State University IRB Approval

USU Assurance: FWAfl00003308
Protocol# 1581

Utah
State
UNIVERSITY
JNST1TUT10NAL REVIEW BOARD OffiCI
9530 Old Main Hill
Military Sdence Room 216
logan UT 3022·9530

SPO#:

AES #: UTAOO

Tetephone: (435) 797-1821
FAX: {435) 797-3769

61512006

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Linda Skogrand
Fay Belnap

FROM:

True M. Rubal-Fox, IRB Administrator

/)
I

J

/J.

('f;m. ..... !;J.f- {;j-,'1

SUBJECT: Premarital Preparation and Marital Satisfaction: What Utah Individuals are
Doing to Prepare for Marriage; How Premarital Preparation can Enhance
Marital Satisfaction
Your proposal bas been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board and is approved wtder
exemption #4.
X

There is no more than minimal risk to the subjects.
There is greater than minimal risk to the subjects.

1llis approval applies only to the proposal currently on file. Any cbaage in tbe methods/
objectives of the research affecting human subjects must be approved by the IRB prior to
implementation. Injuries or any unanticipated problems involving risk to subjects or to others
must be reported immediately to the IRB Office (797-1821).
The resean:h activities listed below are exempt based on the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) regulations for the prote<:tion of human research subjects, 45 CFR Part
46, as amended to include provisions of the Federal Policy for the Prote<:tion of Human Subjects,
June 18, 1991.
4. Research, involving the collection or study of existing data, documents, records. pathological
specimens, or diagnostic specimens. if these sources are publicly available or if the information is
recorded by the investigator in such a manner that subjects cannot be identified, directly or
through identifiers linked to the subjects.
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